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Abstract 
 

Reduced Sample Minimum Strength Estimates for Novel Material Systems: 

Effects on Confidence and Structural Risk 

Author: Andrew Carl Ollikainen 

Advisor: David C. Fleming, Ph.D. 

There are ongoing efforts to standardize the materials, methods and process controls 

used in additive manufacturing. To support the broader use of additive manufacturing 

(AM) in the aerospace industry, the statistics working group of the Composite 

Materials Handbook (CMH-17) is evaluating whether its current methods of 

calculating minimum strength values are suitable for these new materials. The work 

presented in this dissertation investigates methods for determining minimum strength 

estimates in a way that will benefit application of AM materials in engineering 

practice. The greatest challenge in conducting such an assessment is accounting for 

the many variables in material, processing, and testing that could affect the basis 

values but are not yet fully defined.  Therefore, to show that the current methods are 

likely to be acceptable for AM, this study demonstrates their suitability more 

generally.  Three studies are presented. The first study leverages Monte-Carlo 

simulation to exercise the CMH-17 reduced sample estimates for the lower one-sided 

90% reliability at 95% confidence limit on strength.  The model evaluates 

demonstrated confidence for datasets drawn over a broad range of within-batch and 
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between-batch variability.  From this, analytical best practices and software settings 

are recommended that demonstrate the required 95% confidence. Next, the efficiency 

of the current methods is shown to perform favorably when compared to several 

alternate approaches.  Finally, the performance of the current methods is included in 

a tailorable risk-based factor of uncertainty to meet standard levels of structural 

reliability.  With these recommendations the current reduced sample method is 

shown to be effective not only for the levels of variation that might be expected for 

additively manufactured materials but for many other material performance data that 

are nearly symmetric or right-skewed—behavior that is typical of weakest-link type 

failure modes. For many years the CMH-17 methods have been used for flight-

certified plastic and composite components. Validating these methods to new 

materials is an important step to achieving certifiable parts. 
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𝛼 =  Weibull shape parameter 

𝐴𝐷 = test statistic for the Anderson-Darling distribution specific 

goodness of fit test 

𝐴𝐷𝐾 = test statistic of the k-sample Anderson-Darling test for 

compatibility 

𝛽 = Weibull characteristic 

𝐶𝑉 = coefficient of variation 

𝛸2(𝛾, 𝑑) = chi-square distribution at probability 𝛾 and 𝑑 degrees of freedom 

𝑓𝑋 = probability density function of the random variable 𝑋 

𝐹0 = cumulative distribution function of the standard normal 

distribution 

𝐹𝑖𝑗 = number of values in the 𝑖th group less than 𝑧𝑗 plus one half the 

number of values equal to 𝑧𝑗 

𝐹𝑡𝑢 = ultimate tensile strength 

𝐹−1(𝑥) = inverse cumulative distribution function evaluated at the 

probability 𝑥 

[𝐹] = Fisher information matrix 

Γ(𝑥) = Gamma function evaluated at 𝑥 

ℎ(… ) = instantaneous hazard rate function 

ℎ𝑖  = the number of values in the combined samples equal to 𝑧𝑗 

𝐻𝑗 = number of values in the combined sample less than 𝑧𝑗 plus one 

half the number of values equal to 𝑧𝑗 

[Kθ] = covariance matrix with respect to the distribution parameters in 𝜃 
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ℓ(… ) = log-likelihood function 

ℒ(… ) = likelihood function 

𝜇 = mean 

𝑛 = total number of observations across 𝑛𝑖 sets of observations 

𝜑(𝑧) = the standard normal probability density function evaluated at 𝑧. 

Φ(𝑧) = the standard normal cumulative probability density function 

evaluated at 𝑧. 

𝑄(𝑃(𝑥)) = the quantile of a distribution corresponding to probability 𝑥 

𝑅(…) = reliability function 

𝜎 = standard deviation 

𝜃 = vector of distribution parameters 

𝑂𝑆𝐿 = observed significance level 

R90 = 90% reliability 

R90C95 = 90% reliability at 95% confidence 

𝑠 = estimated standard deviation of a sample with Bessel’s correction 

𝑣 = variance 

𝑈 = unbiasing factor 

𝑈𝐹 = factor of uncertainty (formerly called factor of safety) 

𝜔 = three-parameter Weibull threshold parameter 

𝑥𝑖𝑗 = dataset for the j th of 𝑛𝑖 observations of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ of 𝑘 groups 

𝑧𝑖 = rank ordered set from smallest to largest values from 𝑖 to 𝑘 

[… ]ℒ = denotes variable or function related to the lognormal distribution 

[… ]𝒩 = denotes a variable or function related to the normal distribution 
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[… ]𝒲2
 = denotes a variable or function related to the two-parameter 

Weibull distribution 

[… ]𝒲3
 = denotes a variable or function related to the three-parameter 

Weibull distribution 

[… ]̂  = a hat denotes an estimated variable or function 

[… ]∗ = denotes a modified variable or function 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 

 

Over the past few years, the set-up and material costs of additive manufacturing 

(AM) have decreased, while process control and repeatability has increased. 

Organizations across the aerospace enterprise are now finding ways to leverage the 

unique capabilities of additive manufacturing techniques such as 3D printing to 

reduce cost and schedule. From one-off rapid prototyping of prospective designs, to 

in-the-hanger part fabrication in sustainment, AM has the potential to impact all 

phases of the life-cycle [1]. However, before any new manufacturing technology can 

achieve widespread use, the industry and regulatory authorities must understand the 

uncertainties associated with the material and mechanical performance of 

manufactured products [2], the most fundamental building-block of which is 

development of material design allowables. The SAE International Additive 

Manufacturing Committee (SAE-AM) [3], the Composite Materials Handbook 

(CMH-17) [4], and several other industry groups, have been coordinating their 

efforts to develop and foster the adoption of material specifications for AM materials. 

In that spirit, the Spring 2020 Composite Materials Handbook (CMH-17) 

Coordination Meeting was held in conjunction with the SAE AMS-AM Non-

Metallic meetings. At these meetings, the CMH-17 Statistics Working Group was 

asked to evaluate whether the current statistical methods in volume one (CMH-17-
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1G) would be appropriate for AM non-metallic materials.  This study takes several 

important steps toward answering this question. 

1.1 Background  

History may not repeat, but its themes sometimes seems to.  For 100 years aircraft 

have been predominantly made of sheet metal.  Now, several new material and 

structural technologies are changing how aircraft are designed, built, and sustained.  

In some ways the developments of the 2020s are similar to those of the 1920s.  From 

the Wright brother’s first flight at Kitty Hawk in 1903, through the establishment of 

a global aerospace industry during World War I, the vast majority were designed 

using wooden frames covered in fabric.  While some of the designers of the day 

believed that wood performed well [5], the experiences of air forces in the first world-

war highlighted its many limitations. Writing in 1919, Thurston reports, “This war 

has been fought with machines made of wood, a most unsatisfactory material from a 

constructional point of view. Wood warps and cracks; is unsuitable for tropical 

climates…is non-homogeneous; uncertain in strength and weight; [and] weakens 

rapidly when exposed to moisture...” [6].  New materials were needed. By the 1920s 

aircraft designers began incorporating more metallic materials because they were, 

“more durable and more uniform in its properties” [5].  The industry had built twenty 

years of experience working with wood, but the advantages of these new materials 

were simply too great to be ignored. Factories were reworked, and across the industry 

carpentry was replaced by sheet-metal.  What followed was a revolution in aircraft 

capability and safety. The high-performance aircraft of the 1940s let alone the jet-
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age would not have been possible with wooden designs. Many of the alloys 

developed in the 1920s live on.  For example, modern processing controls yield a 

much more uniform and ultimately stronger microstructure [7], but the basic material 

composition of duralumin, as used on the girders of the Hindenburg lives on as 

today’s 2000 series of aluminum [8].  

The industry has accumulated over a century of experience with metal, but new 

technologies are making headway.  The use of advanced composites has been 

increasing over the past 40 years.  The evolution of aircraft structure began with 

natural composites of ply-wood and doped fabric, then moved to metals, and is now 

swinging back toward composites, but now using highly engineered polymers and 

synthetic fibers. Many of Thurston’s concerns from 1919 can apply to advanced 

composites.  Without adequate protection, advanced composites may be sensitive to 

heat and humidity [9], they experience more scatter in strength, and they are sensitive 

to impact [10].  In many designs, these concerns result in extra plies or coatings being 

added which drive excess weight and cost into the aircraft.  However, the industry is 

getting better at designing efficient structure with these materials. Recent designs 

like the Airbus A380 and Boeing 787 have shown that in large-scale applications, 

directionally optimized layups and adhesively bonded secondary structural joints can 

unlock some of the potential advantages that composites had lost in earlier “black-

aluminum,” mechanically fastened designs. AM offers the promise of highly weight 

optimized designs of piece parts by adding material only where needed.  Now, just 

as in the past, the uniformity of properties and the uncertainty of strength is a primary 
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concern when characterizing structural materials. In assessing the suitability of the 

current CMH-17 methods to AM materials, it is this uncertainty that must be 

interrogated.   Interest in AM is relatively recent, but the foundations of developing 

basis-values are well established. The airworthiness certification process is flexible 

enough to accommodate new technologies when the risks are understood.  It is within 

this landscape that the CMH-17 methods for non-safety-critical applications are 

evaluated. 

1.1.1  Additive Manufacturing 

Additive manufacturing refers to a number of different technologies that “build-

up” a part from a digital model using different types of media [11]. This is in contrast 

to more traditional forms of reductive production, such as mills, routers, and lathes 

that form a part by removing unneeded material from a parent block of material.  

ASTM identifies seven different categories of technology that are included in AM: 

binder-jetting, directed energy deposition, material extrusion, material jetting, 

powder bed fusion, sheet lamination and vat photo-polymerization [12].  In 

traditional metallic aircraft construction, the properties of the materials used during 

the build are established before they arrive at the production line.  Modern aerospace 

qualified foundries and metals manufacturers are highly specialized, producing 

material at an industrial scale with extensive process controls so that the end product 

is highly consistent. The situation is fundamentally different in AM, where the 

properties of the material are determined during the build process itself.  This is not 

to say that AM composites are unable to be controlled.  On the contrary, by 
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completely automating the fabrication process, AM may have the potential to be 

much more repeatable than the hand layups of composites that are still common 

today. Even so, there are several challenges in certifying AM parts for aerospace. 

Tofail et al. [11] organize many of these challenges into four categories that they 

refer to as the 4M’s: Making; Material; Metrology; and Market.  The first three are 

pertinent to basis-values. Challenges in the “Making” category result from the 

manufacturing process itself. The challenges most closely related to basis-value 

calculations are from the “Material” category. “Material” challenges arise from the 

need to define, control, and to find equivalence between a range of processes, from 

sequential runs on the same machine with the same programming and feedstock, to 

different machines at different locations, running their own programs and using 

different lots of feedstock.  “Metrology” refers to the science of measurement.  In the 

context of AM, this may be in-situ geometrical measurement of the part, its 

properties, and measurement of the necessary parameters required to assure that the 

manufacturing process is being executed properly. These process parameters are 

crucial to building a mechanistic model tying physical building-block testing to the 

physics of material failure--key enabling technologies to establishing meaningful 

statistical process controls [11].  Each of these categories can impact the actual or 

measured magnitude and scatter of strength values, from which basis-values are 

calculated.   
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1.1.2  Basis Values 

Basis values are statistically based quantities for a required reliability and 

confidence. These basis values are derived from test data using standardized 

processes. The FAA sponsored CMH-17 develops and approves such processes for 

use in the US aviation industry. Allowables and basis values continue to be important 

topics of research [13] [14] [15].  There are two basic levels of basis values, A-basis 

and B-basis. A-basis allowables are calculated based on 99% reliability at 95% 

confidence (R99C95). A-basis allowables are typically required for safety-of-flight 

structure. B-basis allowables are calculated on 90% reliability at 95% confidence 

(R90C95). B-basis allowables are typically limited to use only on non-safety of flight 

structure. Currently, AM materials are being considered for non-safety of flight 

structure. Hence, the focus of this study is B-basis values. The CMH-17 method that 

requires the least amount of testing is for B-basis values from a dataset of six samples 

each taken from three separate batches (B18). This process is described in detail in 

Chapter 2. 

1.1.3  The Composite Materials Handbook 

The CMH-17 organization started as the governing body for the Army Navy 

Commerce Bulletin 17, Plastics for Aircraft (ANC-17) in 1943 [16]. The purpose of 

this standard was to establish government and industry agreed-upon specifications 

for use in defense procurements.  The military standards system was established 

following World-War II. This led to MIL-HDBK-17, Plastics for Air Vehicles in 

1959.  The second release, MIL-HDBK-17A, Plastics for Aerospace Vehicles 
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followed in 1971 [17].  The title change reflected the broadening of focus from just 

aircraft to include applications in spacecraft.  In a similar manner, from the 

handbook’s initial focus on plastics, it was a logical step to include polymeric matrix 

composites in the handbook as these materials began to be more broadly employed 

in aerospace designs during the 1960s through the 1980s.  This was reflected in the 

name of handbook becoming MIL-HDBK-17, Composite Materials Handbook for 

the B revision released in 1988 [18].  During the post-cold-war defense acquisition 

reforms of the 1990s, many military standards were selected for transition from 

military to civil and industrial management.  The Composite Materials Handbook 

was one of these. The name of the new document and organization would be the 

Composite Materials Handbook (CMH-17), with the Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA) becoming the governmental administrator. The resulting 

update MIL-HDBK-17F / CMH-17F affected this transition by jointly publishing the 

same document.  By the time the last version, MIL-HDBK-17F was published in 

2002, the handbook had grown to five volumes [19]. Volume one, MIL-HDBK-17-

1F and CMH-17-1F, Section 8 includes statistical guidance for processing data and 

developing basis values [1].  This basic structure was revision F was retained in the 

latest revision, CMH-17G.  The overall approach evaluated in this study, “single 

point methods" are found in CMH-17-1G, described in Chapter 2 of this study, and 

briefly introduced in the next subsection. 
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1.1.4  Single Point Methods 

There are two broad concepts used by CMH-17 to determine how different 

datasets can be put together. This can be done by either increasing the effective 

sample size directly (combined data) or through normalization across test 

environments (pooled data). Combining data is done with multiple batches within a 

given test environment. Because any dataset considered for publication in CMH-17 

must have data from at least three batches, the data are evaluated to determine if the 

batches demonstrate a significant difference from one another. If the differences are 

less than significant, then they are assumed to come from the same distribution. 

Pooling supposes that the performance of a material in different environments may 

give us information on how that material behaves in other environments. Following 

specific test designs and statistical testing for similar variance, the data within each 

environment is normalized and then “pooled” together. The overall effect of pooling 

is to tighten the confidence bounds which can yield higher basis values than when 

each environment is assessed individually. Data that demonstrates non-significant 

batch-to-batch variation, but is not pooled may have basis values calculated using 

what are called “single point methods,” which are the focus of this study. The basic 

process of the single-point, reduced sample B18 approach is: First, collect test data 

for at least three batches of six coupons each. Next test batch-to-batch compatibility 

with the k-Sample Anderson-Darling test. Then, find the best-fit distribution using 

specific Anderson-Darling Goodness-of-Fit tests. Finally, calculate basis values 
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from parameter estimates inferred from the data, the selected distribution model, and 

the appropriate tables or equations from CMH-17-1G.  

1.1.5  Material Performance Variability 

Throughout this study, “typical” ranges of within-batch scatter for different 

material classes are used to infer the suitability of a specific approach to those 

material classes.  When determining the suitability of a method for specific structure, 

the test demonstrated variability of the available test data should be evaluated in 

relation to the approximate values provided here.  It is important to note that not only 

the inherent properties of the material, but also the manufacturing process, test 

configuration, and intentional or unintentional embedded flaws or impact damages 

can affect the variability in the resulting data.  Table 1 shows typical ranges of scatter 

found in material tests of different categories of materials.  They are used for 

discussion throughout this study. The static tension values come from several 

different sources in the literature, and are for simple tension testing [20] [21] [22] 

[10] [23].  The metallic material fatigue values were developed from gust-driven, 

transport category aircraft wing-bending spectrum [24].  The composite fatigue value 

is a modal value from several different types of constant amplitude and variable 

amplitude fatigue testing, but has been shown to work well for modeling in-service 

maneuver-driven fatigue [10]. These approximate values should be considered point 

estimates for underlying ranges and distributions.  The coefficient of variation (CV) 

is a useful metric to compare the relative scatter of different datasets. The CV is the 

ratio of the mean to standard deviation. In Table 1 different material classes are listed 
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with their typical CVs for static strength in terms of load or stress, or fatigue in terms 

of cycles, flight hours or sorties.  Across many different classes of aerospace 

structural materials, static material strength is typically characterized by a CV of less 

than 15% where something greater than 25% might be indicative of fatigue.  

Table 1: Material classes and associated measures of scatter. Lower CVs 

indicate less relative scatter which results in more consistent and repeatable 

basis values.  

 Material Category 𝐶𝑉 

S
ta

ti
c 

T
en

si
o
n

 Pristine metal coupons (Ti & Al alloys)  [20] < 2.53% 

Fighter aircraft structure [21] 5.19% 

Modern Laminates [22] 4.80% 

Bolted composite joints [10] 6.20% 

Legacy Laminates [10] 6.20% 

Aged transport aircraft structure [23] 6.51% 

Legacy Composite Bonded Joints [10] 13.3% 

F
at

ig
u
e 

Aluminum Alloys [24] 28.1% - 31.7% 

Mild steels (𝐹𝑡𝑢< 200 ksi) [24] 31.7% - 37.3% 

Titanium [24] 36.3% - 42.8% 

High strength steels (𝐹𝑡𝑢> 200 ksi) [24] 42.8% - 52.3% 

Composite Fatigue [10] 80.5% 

 Perfectly random [26] 100% 

 

1.1.6  Aircraft Structural Integrity 

Within military aviation the Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) is tasked 

with assuring the continued operational safety, suitability, and effectiveness 

(OSS&E) of all airframes across the fleet.  ASIP formed during the early Cold War.  

The newest and most capable bomber of the time was the jet-powered, swept-wing 

B-47.   The B-47’s had jet performance but its structural design was largely derived 
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from low performance propeller driven designs [27]. Throughout 1957 to 1958 this 

mismatch led to a very heavy toll in terms of lost aircraft and aircrew.  In November 

1958General Curtis Lemay, Commander of the Strategic Air Command, established 

ASIP to rehabilitate the fleet and to prevent such structural failures in the future. 

Another crisis 20 years later would force ASIP to change how it manages aircraft. 

In 1975, following early fatigue failures of the F-111 the ASIP began investigating 

damage tolerant design principles to replace the safe-life approach they had 

previously used.  Later issues with the F-5 accelerated the transition to fracture 

mechanics based models [28].  The idea in damage tolerance is to assume that all 

critical structure leaves the factory with a specified level of damage.  By applying 

this assumption across the aircraft, the most significant structural element can be 

identified.  From the experiences of the B-47, F-111 and many others, ASIP has 

continued to reshape how it approaches risk management—the first step of which is 

Aircraft Structural Reliability and Risk Analysis (ASRRA).  

As a type of risk analysis, the aim of ASSRA is to quantify the probability that a 

system will survive (function as intended) under designated operating or 

environmental conditions. For aircraft structural applications, the potential hazards 

include structural failures that can cause injury or death to personnel, damage to or 

loss of the aircraft, or reduction of mission readiness/availability.  Different levels of 

risk arising from unreliability require different levels of authority to approve them.    
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Table 2 summarizes those roles.    

From rather ad-hoc beginnings through the changeover to fracture mechanics 

approaches, ASRRA has evolved not just with theory, but also technology. Today’s 

engineer has access to computational power that enables advanced symbolic and 

numerical methods that were unavailable just a few decades ago. The modern ASIP 

is documented in MIL-STD-1530, “Aircraft Structural Integrity Program” [29]. This 

standard prescribes ASRRA for all safety-of-flight structure. Any risk that could 

cause structural failure is considered significant. Common causes of aircraft 

structural failure are shown in Figure 1. The ASRRA should account for all 

significant risks the structure is likely to encounter during its service life.  ASIP’s 

success has led to the formation of other integrity programs based on the ASIP model. 

Today, there are integrity programs for mechanical systems (MECSIP), avionics 

(AVIP), propulsion systems (PSIP) and the integrated weapon-system (WSIP).  Each 

of these programs have the same goal of improving the safety, availability and 

longevity of their respective systems.  While the details of the risk analysis varies 

(fatigue vs. crack-growth being a significant difference), the basics of each 

program’s reliability and risk analysis shares much. 
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Figure 1: Causes of Structural Failures, adapted from [30]. The effects of 

material performance are most directly observed in fatigue and composite 

debond which account for approximately half of structural failures. 
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Table 2: Tailored Risk Acceptance Table from [31]. The maximum acceptable 

level of risk for normal operations is a POF < 1E-07. Increasing levels of risk 

require higher levels of approval authority. 

Description Level per FH or Sortie Catastrophic 

(1) 

Critical 

(2) 

Marginal 

(3) 

Negligible 

(4) 

Frequent A 10
-3

 ≤  POF CAE CAE PEO PM 

Probable B 10
-4

 ≤ POF < 10
-3

 CAE CAE PEO PM 

Occasional C 10
-5

 ≤ POF < 10
-4

 CAE PEO PM Acceptable 

Remote D 10
-6

 ≤ POF < 10
-5

 PEO PM PM Acceptable 

Improbable E 0 ≤ POF < 10
-6

 PM PM PM Acceptable 

Eliminated F POF = 0 Eliminated 

CAE = Component Acquisitions Executive 

PEO = Program Executive Officer 

PM = Program Manager 

 

 

1.2  Research Problem 

With many different technologies coming under the umbrella of AM, and with 

concepts such as what a batch is, and what constitutes equivalency continuing to 

develop, it is difficult to know what how these might impact AM test data.  This 

greatly complicates any evaluation of the current methods.  Instead of focusing on 

the narrow problem of trying to predict how a specific class of materials will behave 

this study attacks the problem more generally, to exercise the current methods to a 

broad range of material behavior. This way the analyst may approach AM, or any 
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other new materials and processes with the confidence and know-how to get 

reasonable answers from their existing tools. To achieve this, the following research 

questions must be addressed: 

1. Do the current methods provide for adequate confidence over the range of 

with-in batch variability likely to be encountered? 

2. Are there alternate estimates for confidence that perform better? 

3. Do the current methods yield acceptable structural risk across this range?  

1.3  Research Objectives  

Specifically, the objectives for each of the supporting studies are as follows.  First, 

as the statistical test for compatibility is the gatekeeper to the single-point methods, 

the power of this test is evaluated over the range of within-batch and batch-to-batch 

variation.  Each of the analysis options in CMH-17-1G Section 8, and user input 

options from the CMH-17 distributed CMH-STATS [32] software in implemented 

in a MATLAB program for iteration. Each of these options are evaluated across the 

range. Next, the efficiencies of several different basis approaches are considered to 

see if the current CMH-17 methods yield the highest basis values while meeting the 

requisite confidence.  The best performing set-up from task one is compared to 

alternate estimates for the lower one-sided basis value.   Lastly, impacts to reliability 

and risk are investigated. The basis values are evaluated to see if they are sufficient 

to achieve the level of reliability needed for airworthiness certification. Structural 

risk calculations are inherently usage specific, therefore, an example from the 
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literature is used to illustrate the approach and to develop a notional-but-reasonable 

set of solutions for discussion. 

1.4  Contribution and Significance 

The contribution of the present work is to demonstrate the general applicability of 

the current single-point B18 methods by exercising them across a broad range of 

within-batch, and between-batch variabilities.  The current methods are then shown 

to perform well when alternative approaches are also considered.  Finally, a risk-

based factor of safety is assessed over the range of within-batch and batch-to-batch 

variabilities. Based on these results, best practices are identified, that when 

implemented achieve the required 95% confidence for a range of variation that 

corresponds to typical behavior for several types of material. With these 

recommendations the reduced sample B18 method is shown to be effective not only 

for the levels of variation that are expected for AM materials, but also for other 

material performance data that exhibit nearly symmetric or right-skew behavior.  The 

CMH-17 methods have been previously used for flight-certified components. With 

this study, the allowables engineer can quickly assess any dataset, regardless of the 

material, and know how to approach the analysis so that the B18 methods deliver the 

required confidence at an acceptable level of structural risk. This work gives analysts 

a starting point for approaching basis values for AM materials and is an important 

step to achieving certifiable AM parts. 
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1.5  Limitations 

This study only begins to answer if the CMH-17 methods are appropriate for AM 

parts.  There are several aspects of how CMH-17 categorizes materials prior to the 

statistical calculations that may need to be updated for some or all of the different 

technologies that constitute AM. The scope of this study is limited to only the 

statistical aspects. It assumes that the material data is properly organized and is only 

tested for compatibility when there is solid engineering judgment to believe the data 

comes from the same population.  The focus on B-basis values stems from a 

limitation on what structure AM nonmetallic parts can currently be considered. 

Following the precedent established for AM metals, the initial effort to certify AM 

nonmetallic parts is limited to non-critical piece parts and structural elements. 

Structures Bulletin EZ-SB-19-01 [2] provides guidance for the durability and 

damage tolerance requirements for AM metallic parts.  This is a forward-looking 

document. It lays out the requirements that must be met in order to certify parts made 

from these materials and processes.   It recommends building industry experience by 

certifying non-critical parts (normal controls), and only considering use in critical 

applications when, “…sufficient data and experience with [normal control] parts are 

obtained.” [2] While this structures bulletin is focused on metal parts, it is reasonable 

to expect similar guidance will be developed for nonmetallic parts as well. To avoid 

any possibility of misuse, A-basis values, which are used for critical applications are 

not considered in this study.  Furthermore, the suitability of any method for B-basis 

values in no way implies its suitability for A-basis work.   
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1.6  Structure 

The rest of this document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 outlines the 

theoretical framework, built from foundational materials and the literature, required 

to formulate an approach to validating the B18 methods. Chapter 3 explains how 

each rung of the theoretical framework was implemented in MATLAB for study. 

Chapter 4 presents an example dataset from Ref. [33] and validation results 

comparing the MATLAB simulation and the CMH-17 distributed CMH-STATS 

software. Simulation results are given in Chapter 5. A discussion tying those results 

to different materials and behavior follows in Chapter 6.  Finally, recommendations 

and concluding remarks are in Chapter 7.  Computer codes are included in the 

Appendix. 
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Chapter 2  
Theoretical Framework 

 

Several statistical models are used when calculating basis-values.  Key concepts 

include distribution models, specifically the normal, lognormal and Weibull 

distributions. Hypothesis testing is part of the process in the form of compatibility 

tests and distribution-specific goodness-of-fit tests. Finally, the basis calculations 

themselves rely on different formulations of confidence intervals based on the 

distribution model selected.  The structural risk implications stemming from the basis 

value calculations is one of joint-probability between the capability (strength) of the 

structure to the distribution of stresses resulting from in-service peak loads. The 

offset, and hence the joint probability between these two distributions are a function 

of a factor of uncertainty and the calculated basis values.  This means that for a given 

structural configuration and usage the probability of an in-service failure increases 

with the magnitude and variation of the basis values.  Each of these concepts are 

described in this section. Chapter 3 discusses the implementation of these concepts 

into an analytical program. 
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2.1 Properties and Definitions for Continuous Models 

2.1.1 Probability Density Function 

The probability density function (PDF) is defined as a function, 𝑓𝑋(𝑥)  such that 

the probability of an independent random point or instance 𝑥𝑖, belonging to the 

identically distributed set 𝑋, being within the range between 𝑥 and 𝑥 + 𝛥𝑥 is, 

 

Pr{𝑥 ≤ 𝑥𝑖 ≤ (𝑥 + 𝛥𝑥)} = ∫ 𝑓𝑋(𝑥) 𝑑𝑥

𝑥+𝛥𝑥

𝑥

 

(1) 

An important property of the PDF is that over the range for which it is defined, it 

integrates to a value of one.  

 

∫ 𝑓𝑋(𝑥) 𝑑𝑥

∞

−∞

= 1 

(2) 

2.1.2 Likelihood Function 

The likelihood function is important due to its role in inference via maximum 

likelihood estimators and to develop the variance/covariance Fisher information 

matrix used in confidence limits. The likelihood function gives the probability that 

the dataset (𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑛) would occur given a vector of distribution parameters 𝜃.  For 

a two-parameter Weibull distribution this vector has two elements, the shape 

parameter 𝛼 and characteristic 𝛽, for 𝜃 = {𝛼, 𝛽}.  For whole data from a known 

population, the likelihood function is found by taking the product of the probability 

densities taken at each value of  𝑥𝑖: 
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ℒ(𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑛; 𝜃) =∏𝑓𝜃(𝑥𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
(3) 

When working with the likelihood function the fundamental properties of logarithms, 

are often leveraged to allow the product form of the likelihood equation to be 

evaluated instead as a summation in log-space. 

 
ℓ(𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑛; 𝜃) =∑

𝜕

𝜕𝜃𝑗
log[𝑓�̂�(𝑥𝑖)]

𝑛

𝑖=1

= 0 ;  𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑘 
(4) 

The log-likelihood function is annotated here as ℓ(… ) in order to retain the script 

convention. 

2.1.3 Cumulative Probability 

If the PDF is integrated from the lower limit of the continuous function (-∞ for 

normal, 0 for Weibull, etc.) we can find the total, cumulative probability up to the 

value 𝑥. This result is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) which is denoted 

by 𝐹(𝑥). The CDF is a probability and therefore takes values between zero and one, 

and is defined on the same range as the PDF [34]. The cumulative distribution 

function of a generic random variable 𝑋, in terms of PDF 𝑓𝑋(𝑥) is 

 

𝐹𝑋(𝑥) ≡ 𝑃(𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑥) = ∫𝑓𝑋(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

𝑥

−∞

 

(5) 
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2.1.4 Reliability Function 

Given that the total probability must sum to one, and that the probability of a part 

failing before reaching some point (typically service life or strength) is given by the 

CDF, then it follows that the probability that the part has survived to the same level 

is found through the compliment of the CDF.  For example, a 40% probability of 

failure (CDF) corresponds to a 60% probability of survival (reliability).  This is 

shown by the fundamental properties of integrals, 

 
∫ 𝑓𝑋(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 1 − ∫ 𝑓𝑋(𝑥)𝑑𝑥

𝑥

−∞

.  
∞

𝑥

 
(6) 

The probability of survival is also referred to as the reliability or survival function. 

The reliability function 𝑅(𝑥) is, 

 

𝑅(𝑥) ≡ 𝑃(𝑥𝑖 > 𝑥) = ∫ 𝑓𝑋(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

∞

𝑥

= 1 − 𝐹(𝑥). 
(7) 

It is often the case in reliability problems that failure data is rare. As a result of 

sparse data and very-high required reliability, extrapolation beyond the data and into 

the tails of a distribution model becomes necessary.  The CDF and survival function 

allows convenient extrapolation.  While convenient, this highlights a limitation in 

purely empirical curve fitting—extrapolation too far out from the data instills a high 

level of uncertainty. Because the data often provides little insight into the behavior 

in the tails, to the extent possible, either mechanistic or mathematical theory should 

be considered when selecting a distribution model. 
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2.1.5 The Hazard Function 

The hazard function is used to model how a failure rate changes over time, cycles 

or load. The hazard function is defined for non-repairable populations as the 

instantaneous (at time 𝑡) rate of failure for survivors for the next differential span of 

time (ie. the next instant of time) [35].  The hazard function ℎ(𝑡) is, 

 
ℎ(𝑡) =

𝑓(𝑡)

1 − 𝐹(𝑡)
=
𝑓(𝑡)

𝑅(𝑡)
 . 

(8) 

This function is also called the hazard rate, or the instantaneous failure rate.  It is 

most often used for life problems, but may also be useful if there is an interest in the 

failure rate as additional load is applied in strength problems.  It is important to note, 

that the failure rate is not a probability, and in instances of high failure rates can have 

values greater than one. Even so, for very-low failure rates it is sometimes used as a 

proxy for the single flight probability of failure (SFPoF) [23]. 

2.2 The Normal Distribution 

The normal distribution is the distribution of means.  By the central-limit theorem, 

the distribution of the mean values of a series of samples taken from a population 

will be distributed normally regardless of how the population is distributed.  As such, 

this is an appropriate model if we are interested in the average variability of typical 

performance.  The parameters of the normal distribution are the mean 𝜇 and standard 

deviation 𝜎.  The normal PDF is, 
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𝑓𝒩(𝑥; 𝜇, 𝜎) =

1

𝜎 √2𝜋
𝑒
−
(𝑥−𝜇)2

2𝜎2 , −∞ < 𝑥 < ∞. 
(9) 

The normal PDF is often normalized in terms of the standard normal. The standard 

normal distribution is a normal distribution with parameters 𝜇 = 1 and 𝜎 = 1. The 

standard normal PDF is often denoted by 𝜑(… ) and is defined as, 

 
𝜑(𝑧) ≡

1

√2𝜋
𝑒−

𝑧2

2 , −∞ < 𝑧 < ∞. 
(10) 

A general form of the normal PDF in terms of the standard normal PDF may be 

obtained by substituting eq. (10) into eq. (9) resulting in,  

 
𝑓𝒩(𝑥) = (

1

𝜎
)𝜑 [

(𝑥 − 𝜇)

𝜎
],      − ∞ < 𝑥 < ∞. 

(11) 

As shown in Figure 2, the greater the distribution standard deviation the broader, 

more diffuse the PDF. This is often referred to as, “scatter.” The normal CDF is found 

by integrating the PDF in eq. (9),  

 

𝐹(𝑥) = 𝑃{𝑋 ≤ 𝑥} = ∫
1

𝜎 √2𝜋
𝑒
−
(𝑥−𝜇)2

2𝜎2

𝑥

−∞

𝑑𝑥, −∞ < 𝑥 < ∞. 
(12) 

The standard normal distribution function is, 

 

Φ(𝑧) = ∫
1

√2𝜋
𝑒−

𝑢2

2

𝑧

−∞

𝑑𝑢,      − ∞ < 𝑢 < ∞. 
(13) 
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Figure 2: Normal distribution PDFs showing influence of standard deviation. 

As the standard deviation increases the magnitude of the mode decreases with 

greater mass distributed more broadly, resulting in heavier tails. 

 

 The “𝑧” values of eq. (13) are commonly tabulated in statistics text books, and are 

available preprogrammed in spreadsheet and mathematics software. Similar to the 

PDF, the normal CDF can likewise be calculated in terms of the standard normal 

CDF by, 
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𝐹𝒩(𝑥) = Φ [

(𝑥 − 𝜇)

𝜎
] ,      − ∞ < 𝑥 < ∞. 

(14) 

As reliability problems typically deal with the weakest performance at the most 

aggressive usage, the normal distribution is not often used directly in ASRRA. It is 

however used to model the variability of the estimates of the parameters used in other 

distribution models.  This makes the normal distribution important in calculating 

basis values and estimating confidence intervals. The increased scatter with standard 

deviation is likewise seen in the slope of the CDF plots in Figure 3. The shallower 

slopes correspond to higher standard deviations.  The Normal distribution has a 

monotonically increasing, unbound instantaneous failure rate, shown in Figure 4, this 

has led some to use for wear-out life-data problems [36]. 
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Figure 3: Normal CDF at mean = 5 showing influence of standard deviation. 

Smaller standard deviations are characterized by steeper CDFs.  

 

Figure 4: Normal distribution hazard functions are monotonically increasing. 

Smaller standard deviations exhibit an initial period of gradual, low-slope 

increases followed by much more rapid increases beginning near the mean. 
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2.3 Lognormal Distribution 

The lognormal distribution is commonly used to model populations undergoing 

natural growth or attrition (for example in the actuarial and underwriting fields) and 

other natural processes.  In structures, crack growth rate is sometimes modeled using 

the lognormal distribution as well [37].  Functionally the lognormal is very similar 

to the normal distribution except that the data must first be transformed into log-

space, and then converted back using the inverse. This conversion makes the 

lognormal an elegant choice when using a normal distribution for life or strength 

data. When distributions such as the normal, which are defined for negative values, 

are used for life or strength, it brings the meaning of negative life or negative strength 

into question [38]. If the mean of the distribution is high enough that the total 

probability mass along the negative values is negligible, then removing it might make 

sense. In the literature, this is sometimes dealt with by “clipping” or “truncating” by 

imposing an artificial lower bound at zero. The problem with this approach is that 

unless the probability mass of what is being clipped is somehow added back to the 

remainder, what results is no longer a valid PDF--its integral over its range is no 

longer equal to one.  If instead, using the basic properties of logarithms of Eq. (15) 

are used, a continuous function results that is very close to the original normal fit 

through the data, but with a lower bound at zero. 

 𝑒ln(𝑥) = 𝑦; 
−∞ > 𝑥 > ∞  
0 > 𝑦 > ∞  

(15) 
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Such a transform is not perfectly equivalent to a normal distribution. As shown in 

Figure 5, lognormal distributions are skewed in linear space. This alters the effect of 

the standard deviation and changes the relationship between the mean, median and 

mode such that they are no longer necessarily collocated.  Such effects are kept to a 

minimum if the probability mass of the normal distribution below zero is kept small. 

Also note that similar to when the normal distribution is used, the lognormal hazard 

rate in Figure 6 trends toward an unbound maximum making it a suitable choice for 

some wear-out problems. 

 

Figure 5: Lognormal PDF plots at mean = 1. Increasing standard deviation 

reduces the magnitude at the center of the distribution and broadens out the 

PDF.  The distribution skewness is apparent in the right hand tail being more 

heavily weighted which increases with standard deviation.  
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Figure 6: Lognormal hazard functions increase monotonically. The shallower 

slope of higher standard deviation distributions reflect heavier PDF right tails.   

 

2.4 Weibull Distribution 

The Weibull distribution is a very important model for ASRRA [23].  The Weibull 

distribution includes shape, scale and location parameters.  The shape parameter, 𝛼 

relates to the inherent scatter of the distribution.  The characteristic, 𝛽 places the 

central part of the distribution. Certain properties of the characteristic make it useful 

for scaling by magnitude or volume [26]. The threshold parameter, 𝜔 defines the 

lower bound of the distribution.  Values below the threshold are not possible—this 

makes it useful for modeling post proof-test reliability and other cases where a 
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minimum capability is known [39].  The Weibull distribution has the probability 

density function (PDF), 

 
𝑓𝒲3

 (𝑥;  𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜔) =
𝛼

𝛽 − 𝜔
(
𝑥 − 𝜔

𝛽 − 𝜔
)
𝛼−1

𝑒
−(
𝑥−𝜔
𝛽−𝜔

)
𝛼

 
(16) 

The Weibull cumulative distribution function (CDF) is, 

 
𝐹𝒲3

(𝑥; 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜔) = 1 − 𝑒
−(
𝑥−𝜔
𝛽−𝜔

)
𝛼

 
(17) 

The effects of the threshold parameter may be seen in the CDF plot in Figure 7.  For 

the same shape scale parameter the left hand tail of the distribution converges 

asymptotically toward the threshold parameter. 

The most common form of the Weibull distribution assumes that there is no 

minimum failure level, meaning that the threshold is set to zero. With 𝜔 = 0 this 

leaves the “two-parameter Weibull Distribution.” For the rest of this document, when 

the Weibull distribution is referenced, it is the two-parameter form that is intended 

unless specifically noted.   The two-parameter Weibull distribution follows the PDF, 

 
𝑓𝒲2

(𝑥, 𝛼, 𝛽) =
𝛼

𝛽
(
𝑥

𝛽
)
𝛼−1

𝑒
−(
𝑥
𝛽
)
𝛼

. 
(18) 
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Figure 7: Weibull CDF with β = 1 showing impact of different ω values. The 

threshold parameter, ω sets the lower bound of the distribution below which the 

PDF is undefined. 

 

The important difference between the three parameter Weibull and the two parameter 

Weibull is that the two parameter Weibull assumes that failure is possible, even if at 

a very low probability, all the way down to the zero load or cycle. Apart from 

indicating the amount of scatter in the distribution, the shape parameter also provides 

insight into the general behavior.  This is seen in the PDF plot of Figure 8.  As the 

shape parameter decreases the peak of the PDF, and therefore the majority of the 

probability mass of the distribution shifts left and becomes more pronounced. This 

indicates a higher probability of failure at lower loads or cycles.  This is sometimes 

referred to as early-failure or infant mortality [26]. 
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Figure 8: Weibull PDF with β = 1 showing impact of different α values. Shape 

parameter α < 1 indicate early failures. The special case α = 1 is perfectly 

random, exponential behavior. Wear-out is characterized by α > 1.   

 

The CDF is the integral of the PDF which results in, 

 
𝐹𝒲2

(𝑥; 𝛼, 𝛽) = 1 − 𝑒
−(
𝑥
𝛽
)
𝛼

. 
(19) 

Consider the case when 𝑥 = 𝛽, the CDF becomes, 

 
𝐹(𝑥; 𝛼, 𝛽) = 1 − 𝑒

−(
𝛽
𝛽
)
𝛼

= 1 − 𝑒−1 ≈ 0.632 for all 𝛼. 
(20) 

This behavior, where for any value of 𝛼, 𝑥 = 𝛽 at approximately 63.2% of the 

Weibull CDF is the basis for referring to 𝛽 as the Weibull “characteristic.”  For 

example, since all three of the distributions plotted in Figure 8 have the same 
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characteristic, all are at the 63.2% quantile at a value of 𝑥=1. This provides a 

convenient way to relate different Weibull distributions [23].   

From Eq. (7) the reliability function is 1 − 𝐹(𝑥), or, 

 
𝑅𝒲2

(𝑡) = 𝑒
−(
𝑥
𝛽
)
𝛼

. 
(21) 

The mean of the Weibull PDF is given by, 

 
𝜇 = 𝛽 Γ (

𝛼 + 1

𝛼
) . 

(22) 

 

Figure 9: Weibull CDF with β = 1 showing impact of different α values. Lower 

shape parameters result in flatter, parabolic CDFs.  Higher shape parameters 

take on “s-curve” type behavior. 
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The Gamma function, Γ (
𝛼+1

𝛼
) is the value of the Gamma distribution, 

 

Γ (
𝛼 + 1

𝛼
) = ∫ 𝑒−𝑧  𝑧(

𝛼+1
𝛼
)−1 

∞

0

𝑑𝑧. 
(23) 

The variance of the Weibull distribution is, 

 
𝑣 = 𝛽2 [Γ (1 +

2

𝛼
) − (Γ (1 +

1

𝛼
))

2

]. 
(24) 

Its standard deviation is, 

 

𝜎 = 𝛽 ∙ √Γ (
2

𝛼
+ 1) − Γ (

1

𝛼
+ 1)

2

. 

(25) 

The coefficient of variation (𝐶𝑉) of is defined as, 

 𝐶𝑉 = 
𝜎

𝜇
∗ 100%, (26) 

Substituting eqs. (22) and (25), into eq. (26) and simplifying gives 

 

𝐶𝑉𝒲2
(𝛼) =  

√Γ (
2
𝛼 + 1) − Γ (

1
𝛼 + 1)

2

Γ (
1
𝛼 + 1)

∗ 100% . 

(27) 

The coefficient of variation for a two-parameter Weibull distribution is solely a 

function of the shape parameter. The quantile function, or inverse CDF of the two-

parameter Weibull distribution is, 
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𝑄𝒲2

(𝑃(𝑥); 𝛼, 𝛽) = 𝐹𝒲2

−1(𝑥) = 𝛽 ∙ {− ln[1 − 𝑃(𝑥)]}
1
𝛼 

(28) 

The instantaneous failure rate, or hazard function is, 

 
ℎ𝒲2

(𝑥;  𝛼, 𝛽) =
𝛼

𝛽
(
𝑥

𝛽
)
𝛼−1

 
(29) 

The effect of the shape parameter that were discussed for the PDF become more 

apparent with the hazard function plot in Figure 10.  When the shape parameter is 

less than one, the hazard rate has its peak at zero load or cycles—this is classic infant-

mortality behavior.  This behavior, sometimes seen in electronics is the basis for 

“burn-in” reliability growth testing [26].   

In burn-in testing components are aggressively exercised to eliminate weak 

components before they are installed into a product.  The case of 𝛼 = 1 is the special 

case of the exponential distribution that has a constant failure rate. This is discussed 

further in the next section.  When the shape parameter is greater than one, the hazard 

rate is increasing which is typical for wear-out type problems and static performance 

of most engineering materials. 
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Figure 10: Weibull hazard function showing impact of different α values. The 

hazard function 𝒉(𝒛) for α < 1 have their peak at the lower bound.  For the 

exponential case of α = 1, 𝒉(𝒛) is constant reflecting perfectly random behavior. 

Typical wear-out or static strength cases of α > 1 increase monotonically. 

 

2.4.1 The Exponential: A Special Case of the Weibull 

The Exponential distribution is a special case of the two-parameter Weibull when 

the shape parameter 𝛼 = 1. Before the wide-spread use of computers the Exponential 

distribution was a very common distribution used in reliability analysis. A key 

property of the Exponential distribution is a constant hazard rate. The practical 

meaning of a constant hazard rate is that a part following the Exponential distribution 
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has the same likelihood of failure for any mission across its life. Most parts will have 

failure modes that demonstrate wear-out, with increasing hazard rates over time.  

This fact greatly limits where an Exponential model is appropriate. However, as a 

large number of failure modes present themselves, if these modes are not well 

understood or otherwise not easily modeled individually, the Exponential 

distribution can do an adequate job of capturing approximately constant failure rates 

over the service life.  This may be common for electronic parts and some other 

complex systems.  The Exponential distribution may also be used for the random 

acting failures during useful-life portion of the bathtub curve where manufacturing 

errors and fatigue are not significant drivers.  The Exponential distribution is still 

widely used in avionics reliability programs [40].  The use of the Weibull distribution 

to model weakest-link and fatigue life data is a significant difference between these 

programs and ASRRA. The Exponential distribution was the first widely used 

lifetime distribution due to its simplicity, but its use should only be considered after 

careful review of the failure modes and the problem being solved.  

2.4.2 Weakest-Link Weibull Model of Composites 

The Weibull distribution and its role in Aircraft Structural Reliability and Risk 

Analysis (ASRRA) is well known [23]. In addition to being used for life data, the 

two-parameter Weibull distribution models the static strength of composites [41] 

[42]. The summation closure theory, which helps prove the Central Limit Theorem 

previously mentioned in Section 2.1 , states that the mean sum of independent, 

identically distributed (iid) random variables 𝑋𝑖 are approximately normal. 
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Analogously, weakest-link theory results from extreme-value theory, which states 

that the minimum of iid variables, min (𝑋1, … , 𝑋𝑖) follow a Weibull distribution [43]. 

The reader is referred to Rinnie [44] for a full derivation and proof. A composite may 

be viewed as a system comprised of reinforcing fibers and matrix, each with a 

random breaking strength 𝑃𝑖. Under the first-failure assumption a composite fails 

when any of its constituents have failed. This occurs at the most-minimum strength 

of any of the constituents [9] [45]. Therefore, assuming the first-failure criterion, the 

strength behaves as weakest-link following min (𝑃1, … , 𝑃𝑛), and by extreme value is 

approximately Weibull.  

2.4.3 Weibull Maximum Likelihood Estimators 

Following Sholz [46], maximum likelihood estimators are treated with some 

detail in order to illustrate their reliance on the log-likelihood function and how this 

relates to several methods of estimating confidence intervals.  The likelihood 

function was introduced as eq. (3).  In practice, the vector of distribution parameters 

for a population 𝜃 is not known. An estimate of this vector is necessary. The MLE 

vector of estimated parameters, 𝜃 is found by finding the parameter vector that 

maximizes the likelihood function over the dataset: 

 
ℒ(𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑛; 𝜃) = max

�̂�
{∏𝑓�̂�(𝑥𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖=1

} 
(30) 

This, in effect, finds the distribution where the data most closely falls near the mode 

of the distribution, where the probability density is at its maximum.  The maximum 
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can be found by determining when the derivative of the likelihood equation is zero.  

If we let 𝑗 be the number of parameters in the vector 𝜃, then: 

 
ℒ(𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑛; 𝜃) =

𝜕

𝜕𝜃𝑗
∏𝑓�̂�(𝑥𝑖) = 0 ;  𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑘

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
(31) 

For simplicity, this maximization often uses the fact that if its logarithm exists, a 

function’s maximum is collocated with the maximum of its logarithm.   

 max
�̂�
{ℒ(𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑛; 𝜃)} = max

�̂�
{ℓ(𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑛; 𝜃)} (32) 

This allows the problem to be solved using the summation form of the log-likelihood 

function of Eq.(4). Now having the likelihood equation, ℒ(𝑥𝑖 , �̂�, �̂�), the log-

likelihood equation, ℓ(𝑥𝑖 , �̂�, �̂�), and the partial derivatives of these functions with 

respect to the distribution parameters, {
𝜕ℒ

𝜕�̂�
;  
𝜕ℒ

𝜕�̂�
} we have direct consistency between 

the method used to infer the distribution parameters and how we will estimate the 

confidence interval.  After substituting �̂� and �̂� for 𝜃 in eq. (4) the following Weibull 

MLEs result as found in CMH-17-1G Section 8.3.6.5.2.1.  First the estimate for the 

shape parameter �̂� is found by, 

 
𝑛

�̂�
+∑ln(𝑥𝑖) − 𝑛 (∑𝑥𝑖

�̂�

𝑛

𝑖=1

)

−1

∑𝑥𝑖
�̂� ln(𝑥𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖=1

= 0

𝑛

𝑖−1

. 

(33) 

Then, using this value for �̂�, the MLE estimate of the characteristic �̂� is, 
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�̂� = (
1

𝑛
∑𝑥𝑖

�̂�

𝑛

𝑖=1

)

1
�̂�

. 

(34) 

Now having the MLE estimates, hypothesis testing may be used to assess the overall 

fit of the MLE model to the data. 

2.5 K-sample Anderson Darling Test for Compatibility 

CMH-17 uses the k-Sample Anderson-Darling (ADK) goodness of fit test to 

determine if batch-to-batch variability is too great to assume that the datasets come 

from the same distribution. The ADK test was proposed by Sholz and Stephens [47] 

to expand the two-sample Anderson-Darling test so it can be used to evaluate any 

number of samples. This test is particularly suited to extreme value distributions such 

as the Weibull because it more heavily weights the tails than other goodness of fit 

tests such as Kolmogorov-Smirnov [48]. Following CMH-17 Sect. 8.3.2, [4] 

denoting the data as xij for the j th of  ni observation of the i th of k groups, then the 

total number of observations is n = n1 + n2 +⋯+ nk. Ordering from smallest to 

largest these may be denoted as, z1, z2, … , zL where L will be less than n if there are 

tied observations. The test statistic for the ADK is, 

 

𝐴𝐷𝐾 =
𝑛 − 1

𝑛2(𝑘 − 1)
∑[

1

𝑛𝑖
∑[ℎ𝑗

(𝑛 𝐹𝑖𝑗 − 𝑛𝑖𝐻𝑗)
2

𝐻𝑗(𝑛 − 𝐻𝑗) − 𝑛 ℎ𝑗/4
]

𝐿

𝑗=1

]

𝑘

𝑖=1

 

(35) 

where, hj is the number of values in the combined samples equal to zj. Hj is the 

number of values in the combined samples less than zj plus one half the number of 
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values in the combined samples equal to zj. Fij is the number of values in the i th 

group that are less than zj plus one half the number of values in this group which are 

equal to zj.  Development of the critical value of the test is available in Ref [4].  

As in other statistical hypothesis tests ADK holds an a priori null-hypothesis 

subject to the outcome of a statistical test on an alternate hypothesis. There are two 

parameters used to control error—the significance level and the statistical power. In 

ADK, the significance level relates to the degree of certainty that is required for the 

test to reject the assumption (the null-hypothesis) that the samples are from the same 

distribution. The effect of the significance level may be seen in simulations by the 

frequency that samples drawn from the same distribution incorrectly fail the ADK 

test. In practice, a key consideration is that the significance level can limit the 

likelihood of scrapping good material [49]. The present study utilizes a MATLAB 

implementation of the ADK test by Trujillo-Ortiz et al. [50]. CMH-17 recommends 

a significance level of 2.5%, which is used throughout this study. The statistical 

power of ADK is seen in how often the test fails when the samples are drawn from 

different distributions. The statistical power is inversely proportional to the number 

of samples or test-coupons used in the test. While CMH-17 does not specify a 

required statistical power, it does however specify minimum sample sizes. This 

minimum sample size relates to an implicit power. The medical community has 

typically used 80% as an acceptable statistical power when testing for the efficacy of 

a treatment [51].  Given the acceptance of 80% statistical power for clinical human 

studies, by extension we might expect a similar level of power to be acceptable when 
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developing design allowables for safety-of-flight structure (A-basis allowables). The 

focus of the current study is non-safety-of-flight (B-basis allowables). As such, while 

not strictly a requirement, achieving an ADK power of 80% in the presence of 

statistically significant differences between sample sets provides a reasonable basis 

for comparison.  The ADK test sorts out which datasets are able to be combined. For 

those tests that pass the ADK a model must be selected to calculate basis values. If 

none of the random distributions are a good fit for the data, nonparametric methods 

are used. To select a model CMH-17 uses distribution specific goodness-of-fit (GoF) 

hypothesis testing.  

2.6  Distribution Goodness-of-Fit Tests 

CMH-17 uses MLE and distribution specific Anderson-Darling (AD) GoF tests 

to determine the most appropriate distribution. It does this by comparing a measure 

of quality of fit called the observed significance level (OSL). The distribution-

specific AD GoF tests, like the ADK test for compatibility are statistical hypothesis 

tests, but GoF tests have a null hypothesis that the data belongs to the distribution 

being tested. These tests are introduced in the following section.  

2.6.1 Weibull Goodness of fit 

The Anderson-Darling test statistic for the two-parameter Weibull distribution 

(𝐴𝐷𝒲2
) is, 
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𝐴𝐷𝒲2

=∑
1− 2𝑖

𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=1

{ln[1 − exp(−𝑧(𝑖))] − 𝑧(𝑛+1−𝑖)} − 𝑛 . 
(36) 

The values 𝑧(𝑖) are the CDF of the distribution defined by the MLE estimators taken 

at each data-point, 

 
𝑧(𝑖) = [

𝑥(𝑖)

�̂�
]

�̂�

, for 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛 
(37) 

The observed significance level (OSL) is 

 𝑂𝑆𝐿𝒲 = 1 {1 + exp[−0.10 + 1.24 ln(𝐴𝐷𝒲
∗ ) + 4.48 𝐴𝐷𝒲

∗ ]}⁄  (38) 

Where the modified test statistic is, 

 
𝐴𝐷𝒲

∗ = (1 +
0.2

√𝑛
)𝐴𝐷 

(39) 

The normal and lognormal distribution AD test follows a somewhat similar approach 

as for the Weibull. 

2.6.2 Normal and Lognormal Goodness of fit 

Normal estimators and AD statistics are given in CMH-17 Sect. 8.3.6.5.1.2. 

Goodness-of-fit test for the normal distribution. For the normal distribution the 

inferred parameter estimator for the best-fit distribution is the mean of the dataset, 
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�̅� =

1

𝑛
∑𝑥𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
(40) 

The standard deviation is taken for that of a sample with the Bessel’s (𝑛 − 1) 

correction, 

 

𝑠 = [
1

𝑛 − 1
∑(𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)

2

𝑛

𝑖=1

]

1
2

 

(41) 

For development of the AD test for normality, let 𝑥(𝑖) be the 𝑖𝑡ℎ smallest sample 

observation, �̅� is the sample average.  Defining 𝐹0 as the cumulative distribution of 

the standard normal distribution, the Anderson-Darling test statistic is, 

 
𝐴𝐷𝒩 =∑

1− 2𝑖

𝑛
{ln[𝐹0(𝑧(𝑖))] + ln[1 − 𝐹0(𝑧(𝑧𝑛+1−𝑖))]}

𝑛

𝑖=1

− 𝑛 
(42) 

Where: 

 
𝑧𝒩(𝑖)

=
(𝑥(𝑖) − �̅�)

𝑠
, for 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛 

(43) 

Finally, for the modified statistic, letting: 

 
𝐴𝐷𝒩

∗ = [1 +
4

𝑛
−
25

𝑛2
] 𝐴𝐷𝒩 

(44) 

The observed significance level may be expressed as: 
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 𝑂𝑆𝐿𝒩 = 1 {1 + exp [−0.48 + 0.78 ln(𝐴𝐷𝒩
∗ ) + 4.58 𝐴𝐷𝒩

∗ ]}⁄  (45) 

The lognormal GoF is similar to the normal GoF except the log transform of the data 

is considered. Again defining �̅�𝐿 as the mean, and 𝑠𝐿 the standard deviation of the 

ln (𝑥𝑖) values, then: 

 
𝑧ℒ(𝑖) =

ln(𝑥(𝑖)) − �̅�𝐿

𝑠𝐿
, for 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛 

(46) 

CMH-STATS software provides the observed significance level for the Anderson-

Darling goodness of fit tests for the normal, lognormal and Weibull distributions.  

2.7 CMH-17 Basis Value Formulations 

Basis values are statistically based estimates of a minimum property calculated as 

the one-sided lower confidence bound. There are many ways to calculate confidence 

bounds [52]. Which approach (model) one chooses typically depends on what 

parameters (if any) are known, what type of behavior is expected, and what method 

was used to infer parameter estimates of the distribution from the data. CMH-17 

single-point methods use the Weibull, normal, normal with modified coefficient of 

variation, lognormal and non-parametric models.  

2.7.1 Weibull Basis Values 

Lawless [52] proposes pivot-based confidence bounds that are suitable if a set of 

data is known to be near-Weibull (by a weakest-link failure mode for example [53] 

[54] [55], or is well fit by Weibull regression but nothing else is known about the 
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parameters. Symynck and De Bal [56] provide an excellent description of the method 

and an “R” software implementation that is easily understood and simple to adapt to 

other software packages. The pivot approach relies on Monte-Carlo sampling from a 

distribution of the parameters that are independent of the parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽 

themselves. A most useful property of these pivot-based confidence limits is that 

they quickly converge to exactitude with increasing Monte-Carlo sampling. 

Lawless’s pivot function for the Weibull distribution is, 

 
𝑍𝑝 =

�̂� − 𝑦𝑝

�̂�
, 

(47) 

where, �̂� = ln (�̂�), �̂� = 1/�̂�, and 𝑦𝑝 = ln (𝑡𝑝) , where 𝑡𝑝 , in the context of B-basis 

static testing is the (R90) value of the distribution for which the confidence limit is 

being calculated. The Weibull method in CMH-17 does not use the Lawless method 

directly, instead providing a simplified equation with an input found by look-up table 

based on pivot-method results. The equation in CMH-17-1G, Section 8.3.6.6.2  is, 

 
𝐵𝒲 = �̂� exp {

−𝑉𝑛

�̂�√𝑛
} 

(48) 

Where, �̂� and �̂� are the estimated parameters of the distribution fit to the test data 

and 𝑉 is found in lookup table CMH-17-1G Table 8.5.8.  

2.7.2 Normal and Lognormal Basis Values 

 The confidence bounds behind CMH-17 normal B-basis values rely on the non-

central t distribution. The B-basis value is found by: 
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 𝐵𝒩 = �̅� − 𝑘𝐵 ∗ 𝑠 (49) 

The tabulated values in CMH-17 Table 8.5.10 are calculated from 1 √𝑛⁄ ∗

𝑥(𝑃 = 0.95), where 𝑥 is the non-central t distribution. This enables exact 

calculation. The approximate equation given in CMH-17 is accurate to within 0.5% 

for sample sizes 𝑛 greater than or equal to 16: 

 
𝑘𝐵 ≈ 1.282 + exp {0.958 − 0.520 𝑙𝑛(𝑛) +

3.19

𝑛
} 

(50) 

Lognormal distributed basis values are calculated using the same equations and 

tables as for the normal case. However, the distribution is fit to the logarithms of the 

data. The computed basis values are then transformed back into the original scale by 

applying the inverse of the log-transform through the exponential function. 

2.7.3 Normal with Modified CV 

 It has been observed that composite material systems prepared for allowables 

testing tend to achieve a higher level of consistency in their performance than the 

same material system when used during full-scale production [4]. To account for 

such effects, CMH-17 recommends modification of the CV for small samples. This, 

in effect assumes a higher amount of scatter than the data alone suggest. The result 

is lower, more conservative basis values. From eq. (26) the CV is defined as the ratio 

of the standard deviation to the mean. Given estimators for these quantities, the 

estimated coefficient of variation 𝐶�̂� is, 
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𝐶�̂� =

�̂�

�̂�
 . 

(51) 

If 𝐶�̂� is below 4% the modified CV estimate is set to 6%. If the 𝐶�̂� is between 4% 

and 8% the modified CV estimate is set to a linear function extending from 6% to 

8% 

 

(𝐶�̂�)
∗
=

{
 

 
0.06, 𝐶�̂� < 0.04

𝐶�̂�

2
+ 0.04, 0.04 ≤ 𝐶�̂� <  0.08.

𝐶�̂� ,   0.08 ≤ 𝐶�̂�

 

(52) 

The modified CV does not impact the estimate of the mean. This means that the 

modified CV approach can be thought of as an attempt toward conservatism by 

changing the standard deviation, or assumed scatter along the following 

transformation, 

 (�̂�)∗ = (𝐶�̂�)
∗
∙ �̂� (53) 

Using the standard deviation that correlates to the modified CV from Eq. (52), the 

basis-value calculation proceeds identically to the non-modified CV calculation 

using Eq. (49).  

2.7.4 Nonparametric basis values  

Apart from the Weibull, normal and lognormal distributions, a non-parametric 

basis value may be calculated for unstructured datasets that fail to meet all of the 

above goodness of fit tests. CMH-17 uses a modified Hanson-Koopmans approach. 
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From CMH-17-1G, Section 8.3.6.6.4.2, the Hanson-Koopmans one-sided tolerance 

limit method for small samples, B-Basis is, 

 
𝐵ℋ = 𝑥(𝑟) [

𝑥(1)

𝑥(𝑟)
]

𝑘

 
(54) 

where 𝑥(1) is the smallest data value in the set, 𝑥(𝑟) is the 𝑟𝑡ℎ largest data value in 

the set, and 𝑥(1) ≠ 𝑥(𝑟). The values for 𝑟 and 𝑘 depend on the sample size and 

whether A-basis or B-basis. They are available in CMH-17-1G Table 8.5.14.  

2.8 Types of Confidence Limits 

The pivot approach described in Section 2.7  is the current method in CMH-17-

1G to estimate confidence bounds, and hence basis values for the Weibull 

distribution.  There are however other methods.  In balancing theory and application, 

these alternate methods may or may not be as rigorous or accurate as the pivot 

approach, but if they result in consistently higher basis values while still attaining the 

required 95% confidence limit, they may be useful for lighter weight and lower 

material cost designs.   

2.8.1 Wald / Fisher Information 

This approach supposes that the MLE estimates are distributed normally. Once 

the MLE estimates have been calculated, Mweleli et al. [57] provide instructions on 

computing Wald estimates for two-parameter Weibull distributions. This approach 

is approximate, but similar to the pivot approach converges to exactitude with greater 
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sample sizes. This development of the Fisher Matrix confidence limits is tailored to 

the two-parameter Weibull distribution from [58].  The expected value of a general 

function of two estimated parameters, 𝐺(�̂�, �̂�) is, 

 
𝐸 (𝐺(�̂�, �̂�)) = 𝐺(𝛼, 𝛽) + 𝒪 (

1

𝑛
) 

(55) 

Where 𝐺(𝛼, 𝛽) is a function of the unknown, true parameters 𝛼  and 𝛽 and the 𝒪(…) 

term is an error term relating the true and estimated parameters based on the number 

of samples, 𝑛. The Fisher information matrix contains the variance and covariance 

of the distribution parameters. For the two-parameter Weibull distribution with 

known distribution parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽 the Fisher information matrix is: 

 

𝐹0 =

[
 
 
 
 𝐸 [−

𝜕2ℓ

𝜕𝛼2
] 𝐸 [−

𝜕2ℓ

𝜕𝛼 𝜕𝛽
]

𝐸 [−
𝜕2ℓ

𝜕𝛼 𝜕𝛽
] 𝐸 [−

𝜕2ℓ

𝜕𝛽2
]
]
 
 
 
 

 

(56) 

In practice these parameters are not typically known apriori, so the Fisher 

information matrix is found by using the MLE estimated values for the expected 

values, 

 

𝐹 =

[
 
 
 
 −

𝜕2ℓ

𝜕�̂�2
−

𝜕2ℓ

𝜕�̂� 𝜕�̂�

−
𝜕2ℓ

𝜕�̂� 𝜕�̂�
−
𝜕2ℓ

𝜕�̂�2 ]
 
 
 
 

. 

(57) 

The covariance matrix (K) is the inverse of the Fisher information matrix. In general, 

for a two-parameter distribution, 
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[Kθ] = [𝐹]−1 = [

Var̂(𝜃1̂) Cov̂(𝜃1̂, 𝜃2̂))

Cov̂(𝜃1̂, 𝜃2̂) Var̂(𝜃2̂)
] 

(58) 

Which, for the Weibull parameters, 

 

[K(α,β)] = [𝐹]−1 =

[
 
 
 
 −

𝜕2ℓ

𝜕�̂�2
−

𝜕2ℓ

𝜕�̂� 𝜕�̂�

−
𝜕2ℓ

𝜕�̂� 𝜕�̂�
−
𝜕2ℓ

𝜕�̂�2 ]
 
 
 
 
−1

 

(59) 

With this, the confidence limit may be estimated via the normal distribution by the 

𝑧-value from the standard normal in Eq. (13).  For a one-sided confidence bound on 

distribution parameter vector 𝜃 we seek an estimated lower value of theta, 𝜃𝐿 such 

that there is a 𝛿 probability that the estimated value is less than or equal to the actual 

vector 𝜃--this probability is the significance. The lower one-sided confidence limit 

on the parameters becomes, 

 
𝜃𝐿 =

𝜃

exp(
𝐾1−𝛿√Var(�̂�)

𝜃
)

 
(60) 

For B-basis work, the tenth percentile is then calculated from the Weibull distribution 

with parameters defined by the estimated 𝛿 = 95% lower parameters, 𝜃𝐿.   

2.8.2 Likelihood Ratio 

Likelihood ratio bounds are developed by finding values for the distribution 

parameters that satisfy the following equation: 
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−2 ∙ ln (
ℒ(𝑥 ; 𝛼, 𝛽)

ℒ(𝑥 ; �̂�, �̂�)
) ≥ 𝜒𝛾;1

2  

To find the limit, this inequality is evaluated as an equation, which can be solved for 

the likelihood evaluated as follows,  

ℒ(𝑥 ; 𝛼, 𝛽) =  ℒ(𝑥 ; �̂�, �̂�) ∙ exp (−
𝜒𝛾;1
2

2
) 

For complete Weibull data, substituting the Weibull PDF, Eq. (18) into the likelihood 

function Eq. (3) results in,  

ℒ(𝑥 ;  𝛼, 𝛽) =∏
𝛼

𝛽
(
𝑥𝑖
𝛽
)
𝛼−1

exp (−(
𝑥𝑖
𝛽
)
𝛼

)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

Likelihood ratio confidence bounds are conveniently preprogrammed into 

MATLAB.   

2.8.3 Chi-squared 

The following estimate for a Weibull based confidence limit was first proposed 

for aircraft structure by Whittaker and Besuner [59], who applied it to fatigue life 

scatter analysis for metal alloys [60].   It assumes that the shape parameter is known, 

but the characteristic is not.  Later, Whitehead, Kan, Cordero and Seather used this 

as the statistical basis for a reliability-based certification of composite aircraft 

structure [61] [62]. This approach was applied to the certification of the hybrid 

metallic/composite bonded upper wing skin of the F/A-18 Hornet [63].  One of the 
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key developments of that effort was what the authors call the load enhancement 

factor (LEF), a method for fatigue test compression by increasing the magnitude of 

the load.  The F-18 work was built upon by researchers Seneviratne and Tomblin at 

the National Institute of Aeronautics Research (NIAR) to develop a load-life 

enhancement factor (LLEF) to estimate the fatigue life of composite aircraft [22].  In 

a rare opportunity to validate reliability approaches, their methods were later used in 

the analysis of the wing joints of F/A-18s after they were retired [25].  

 

𝐵Χ2 = �̂� (
− ln(𝑅)

𝛸2(𝛾, 2𝑛)
2𝑛⁄
)

1
𝛼⁄

 

(61) 

In addition to evaluating the formulation from the literature, the effects of 

unbiasing will also be considered. Perfect knowledge of the shape parameter is a 

strong assumption that relies on the quality of the shape parameter estimator. 

Estimates built on small datasets tend to appear to have less scatter than larger 

datasets from the same distribution.  This is due to the probability density 

concentration near the mode of the distribution makes it unlikely that data is pulled 

from the tail of a skewed distribution.  For a symmetric distribution, such errors tend 

to over-predict and under-predict scatter about the mean equally—there is error in 

each instance, but that error is not biased.  For a skewed distribution like the Weibull, 

these errors tend to more frequently show less scatter than actuality. Over the past 

several years researchers have proposed different unbiasing methods [26] [64] [65].  

One common approach, for example used in Weibull reliability analysis software 
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[58], is the unbiasing factor developed by Hirose [64].  Hirose’s unbiased estimator 

for the Weibull shape parameter �̂�𝑈 is calculated as the MLE shape parameter 

estimator �̂� multiplied by the unbiasing factor 𝑈, for �̂�𝑈 = �̂� ∗ 𝑈.  This unbiasing 

factor takes different forms depending on whether the data is complete (whole) or 

incomplete (censored). For complete data, such as the synthetic datasets used in these 

simulations, the Hirose unbiasing factor is: 

 
𝑈 = (1.0115 +

1.278

𝑛
+
2.001

𝑛2
+
20.35

𝑛3
+
46.98

𝑛4
)
−1

. 
(62) 

2.9 Structural Risk 

The USAF has determined that a 10−7Single Flight Probability of Failure 

(SFPoF) is acceptable for operational aircraft based on two criteria. First, SFPoF 

should be no greater than the level of risk routinely accepted by the public in their 

daily routine, such as commuting to work. Secondly, it should be unlikely to lose a 

single aircraft out of the fleet over its lifetime [21]. This has now been codified into 

mandatory guidance in MIL-STD-1530 [66]. The SFPoF is typically calculated using 

the classical load-strength joint probability integral.  Examples of load-strength in 

aircraft applications are available in Refs. [21] [23] [62] [67].  The failure region is 

the region of overlap between the loads distribution and the strength distribution [68]. 

For a constant strength distribution, as in static analysis, the SFPoF is found when 

the loads distribution is in terms of exceedances per-flight: 
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𝑃𝑆𝐹𝑃𝑜𝐹 = ∫ ∫ 𝑓𝐿(𝑙)  

∞

𝑥

∞

0

𝑓𝑆(𝑠) 𝑑𝑙𝑑𝑠 
(63) 

Here, 𝑓𝐿(𝑥) and 𝑓𝑆(𝑥) are the probability density functions of the load and strength 

(capability) distributions respectively—in this case both distributions share the same 

𝑥 domain which would be in units of load, running load or stress. Thus the probability 

of failure is, 

 
𝑃𝑃𝑜𝐹 = ∫ ∫ 𝑓𝐿(𝑥)  

∞

𝑥

∞

0

𝑓𝑆(𝑥) 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑥 . 
(64) 

Applying the reliability function eq. (6) to the loads model in eq. (64), 

When integrated to unit incremental bounds this equation is called the POF interval 

[28]. Graphically, this equation is related to the area underneath the intersection of 

the loads and strength curves.  As an example, Figure 11 and Figure 12 are plots of 

a Weibull loads model with a shape parameter 𝛼𝐿 = 6.74 and characteristic 𝛽𝐿 =

108.7 ksi interacting with a strength model with a shape parameter 𝛼𝑆 = 27 and 

characteristic 𝛽𝑆 = 53 ksi. Substituting these models into Eq. (65) yields, 

 
𝑃𝑆𝐹𝑃𝑜𝐹 = ∫ [𝑒

−(
𝑥
𝛽𝐿
)
𝛼𝐿

] [
𝛼𝑠
𝛽𝑠
(
𝑥

𝛽𝑠
)
𝛼𝑠−1

𝑒
−(

𝑥
𝛽𝑠
)
𝛼𝑠

]
∞

0

 𝑑𝑥 . 
(66) 

This function results in a SFPoF of 9.16E-08.  A linear plot of this interaction is 

shown in Figure 11. The linear plot is useful for observing the general shape and 

 
𝑃𝑆𝐹𝑃𝑜𝐹 = ∫ 𝑅𝐿(𝑥)

∞

0

𝑓𝑆(𝑥) 𝑑𝑥 . 
(65) 
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behavior of the load and strength model. It also illustrates that the magnitude of the 

POF interval between them is too small relative to the loads and strength models to 

be visually discernable.  When plotted in a semi-log plot as in Figure 12, the region 

of interaction and the POF interval become apparent. 

 

Figure 11: Example of Load-Strength interaction. The probability of failure is 

the joint probability of the applied load distribution (red-dot) exceeds the 

structural capability (green). 
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Figure 12: Example load-strength interaction plotted on semi-log axes.  Plotted 

this way the POF over the interaction region becomes more apparent. The peak 

of the POF interval (dash-dot) is the expected failure load for a given usage. 

 

This chapter introduced several topics in probability required to calculate basis 

values and to assess structural risk. Distribution models are used to approximate data 

and predict behavior. Hypothesis testing is used to test for compatibility and for GoF.  

Confidence limits provide the foundation to basis-values and design allowables.  

Finally, structural risk assessments capture the interactions of all of these factors 

though joint probabilities via the load-strength interaction equation. In Chapter 3 

these concepts are used to develop a simulation study.  
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Chapter 3  
Methodology 

 

The current study programs the methods and procedural option of the CMH 

STATS software into MATLAB. This is done to enable the rapid sampling and 

computation needed for Monte Carlo analysis. The CMH STATS software 

implements the basis-value approaches of CMH-17-1G in an intuitive and easy to 

use tool that allows the non-specialist to approach basis-value calculation. It is a set 

of proven software package that provides reasonable basis values in just a few 

seconds of computation time [32]. Unfortunately, in simulation work even a second 

of computation per sample-set can quickly become untenable.   A simulation that 

draws 100,000 sample-sets over a sample-space of 100 discreet combinations of 

parameters requires 10 million individual analyses. At a computation time of just one 

second per instance this simulation would take over three months to complete. To 

make a simulation that runs in a reasonable amount of time the sampling and CMH-

17 logic was programmed into MATLAB. This avoided much of the computational 

expense of using Visual-Basic communications scripts. By implementing the 

analysis in MATLAB even complex, nested analyses of a large number of sample 

points could be completed in a few days on an engineering grade multi-core 

computer.  The following sections describe how the overall technical framework was 

implemented into the simulation study. 
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3.1 Within-Batch Variability 

The simulation relies on a Monte Carlo approach to model test data from different 

types of materials or simple structural elements. This entails developing models that 

have different amounts of within-batch variability. Each model is represented by a 

random distribution. Random number generators are used to virtually “sample” from 

each of these distributions. For the simulation, these sampling distributions are two-

parameter Weibull. This was selected for a few reasons. First, it is useful that the 

Weibull distribution is able to model a wide range of behavior, including near-normal 

[26]. Second, and most importantly, as described in Section 2.4.2 , the physics of 

failure of polymer fiber reinforced composites is frequently described as being 

weakest-link in nature, and thus according to extreme-value theory is Weibull [53] 

[54] [55].  From Section 1.1.5  the CV is frequently used as a measure of relative 

scatter and from Section 2.4 for a Weibull population the CV is solely a function of 

the Weibull shape parameter 𝛼.  This means that reasonable models may be 

developed for different material classes through adjustments in the shape parameter. 

Typical CVs for different types of materials and test conditions were previously 

introduced in Table 1.  In Table 3 these are again presented with the addition of the 

corresponding Weibull shape parameters. These shape parameters were used as 

proxies for the respective material classes and defined the within-batch scatter of the 

sampling distributions in the simulation. For example, a shape parameter of 20 is a 

reasonable approximation for legacy composite laminates [10], while for modern 

laminates a higher value (reflecting less scatter) of 26 has been reported [26]. In 
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additive manufacturing, the level of process control will likely have a strong 

influence on the amount of scatter. The lack of AM composite data in the NCAMP 

database makes it difficult to presume a specific value of scatter. It might be 

reasonable however, to expect AM composites to have a scatter somewhere within 

the range reported for legacy-to-modern composite laminates.  If they exhibit less 

scatter than other modern laminates, the basic trends of the simulation for the 

relatively well behaved 𝛼 = 26 would be expected to hold.  

Table 3: Material classes and associated Weibull shape parameters. Higher 

Weibull shape parameters 𝜶 correspond to lower relative scatter.  Static 

strength typically has less relative scatter, and higher 𝜶 parameters. 

 Material Category 𝛼 𝐶𝑉 

S
ta

ti
c 

Modern Laminates [22] 26 4.80% 

Bolted composite joints [10] 20 6.20% 

Legacy Laminates [10] 20 6.20% 

Aged transport aircraft structure [23] 19 6.51% 

Composite Bonded Joints [63] 9 13.3% 

F
at

ig
u
e 

Aluminum Alloys [24] 3.5 - 4.0 28.1% - 31.7% 

Mild steels (𝐹𝑡𝑢< 200 ksi) [24] 3.0 - 3.5 31.7% - 37.3% 

Titanium [24] 2.5 - 3.0 36.3% - 42.8% 

High strength steels (𝐹𝑡𝑢> 200 ksi) [24] 2.0 - 2.5 42.8% - 52.3% 

Composite Fatigue [10] 1.25 80.5% 

 

3.2 Known 10th Percentiles 

Within the Weibull family of distributions there are infinitely many individual 

distributions, each defined by a different set of parameters.  For this study, we wish 

to evaluate the ratio of basis values resulting from the CMH-17 methods that are 
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below a known 10th percentile to keep the interpretation of the results as simple as 

possible. This study develops sampling distributions defined such that their tenth 

percentile cumulative density (R90) is fixed at the same value. The choice is 

arbitrary, but a value of 100 [ksi] was selected as it is on the order of magnitude of 

what might be reasonably expected in practice. Then, we first determine the mean, 

𝜇1(𝛼1, 𝛽1) and standard deviation of the baseline distribution, 𝜎1(𝛼1, 𝛽1) using eq. 

(22) and eq. (25) respectively. Using our constraint on the 10th percentile, the mean 

of the lower-mean distribution 𝜇2 is now known.  

The unknown parameters, 𝛼2 and 𝛽2 are also substituted into eq. (28) with 𝐹−1(𝑥) 

being defined by as 100 [ksi], and 𝑅 = 1 − 𝐹(𝑥) = 0.90 for B-basis values. The 

mean, and constant R90 value is found by simultaneously solving eq. (22) and eq. 

(28) for 𝛼2 and 𝛽2. Solutions for the higher-mean distribution parameters, 𝛼3 and 𝛽3 

are solved for similarly. By effectively pivoting on a fixed R90 value, the three 

distributions may be rotated apart from each other to model batch-to-batch 

variability. 

3.3 Batch-to-Batch Variability 

To evaluate sensitivity of the B18 method to between-batch variation simulated data 

are drawn from three sub-populations with different means. In the case of no 

between-batch variation all three sampling distributions are the same. Next, to assess 

the sensitivity of the method to data from distributions that might be sufficiently 

different to impact a design, but not different enough to be significantly different by 
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a statistical definition, cases where the mean shifts by 1/10th of a standard deviation 

are considered. The R90 value of each of these distributions is fixed as described 

previously. Once the sub-population distributions are defined, these are used as the 

three individual sub-population sampling distributions. The simulation then proceeds 

following the steps described here and included in flowchart as Figure 13. Six 

samples are drawn from each of three sub-populations using the inverse Weibull 

function and a random number generator. The three sets of six samples are then run 

through the ADK test for compatibility described in Section 2.4 2.5 . If the data does 

not pass the ADK test, the power of the ADK test increases because it has correctly 

accepted the alternate hypothesis that the data come from different distributions. In 

the case of no mean offset, when the samples come from the same distribution, the 

fraction of the runs where this occurs should correspond to the significance level of 

the test. Datasets failing ADK would be treated by analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

or other methods that are beyond the scope of this study. No further analysis of these 

cases is made here. If the data passes the test, the power of the ADK test decreases 

because it has failed to reject the null hypothesis that the data comes from the same 

distribution. In the case of a distribution that has a statistically significant difference 

this should align with the acceptable statistical power of the test. Basis values are 

calculated from datasets that pass the ADK.  There are a few different procedural 

options available to the analyst for selecting the most appropriate model the 

combined data. These approaches are described in more detail in the next section. 
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Figure 13: Flowchart of simulated data and compatibility test. This is basis for 

the ADK power study and carries through as the first step in the distribution 

selection method studies that follow. 

 

3.4 Distribution Model Selection Algorithms 

  The statistical methods in CMH-17 are intended to be flexible so they can be 

adapted to a wide variety of materials and many types of testing. As a result, there 

are several options for different assumptions used in the analysis that are all within 

the overarching CMH-17 framework. This is reflected in the various options that the 

user may select within the CMH-STATS software. This study evaluates four such 

B18 methods for their efficiency. The efficiency is measured by the level of 
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confidence demonstrated for combined three-batches of six datasets that pass the 

ADK test. All of these approaches rely on the OSL, described in Section 2.6  from 

the distribution-specific GoF tests. The statistics summary tab of the CMH-STATS 

software provides as output the OSL for the Anderson-Darling goodness of fit tests 

for the normal, lognormal and Weibull distributions. The simulation implements 

these goodness of fit tests through the adtest(…) function in MATLAB. This function 

does not explicitly return the observed significance level. Rather, it returns the 

Anderson-Darling statistic of eq. (36) for the Weibull, and eq. (42) for the normal 

and lognormal. In order to follow the CMH-17 distribution selection logic and to 

make the outputs of the two tools directly comparable, the Anderson-Darling statistic 

values from adtest(…) were used in eq. (39) and  eq. (44) to obtain the modified AD 

statistics, then substituted into eq. (38) and eq. (45) to calculate the OSL. Where the 

ADK test for data compatibility is run at a 2.5% significance, the distribution specific 

GoF tests are conducted with a 5% significance—meaning that 5% of the times that 

the data comes from the distribution being tested it will be rejected in error. 

 Once the data has been tested for compatibility and combined, there are a few 

different approaches to selecting a distribution. Three of these approaches can be 

selected in the CMH-STAT tool directly through different sets of user inputs. The 

final approach is from MIL-HDBK-17-1F. For it, the analyst must ignore the CMH-

STATS recommended basis value, instead using other program outputs to select the 

appropriate basis value. Simplified flowcharts based on CMH-17-1G Fig. 8.3.1.1(b) 

and MIL-HDBK-17-1F Fig. 8.3.1 are also provided. 
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3.4.1 Normal Preferred 

The CMH-STATS program, CMH17 MAIN tab user option, “Factor for 

overriding Normal distribution” (Normal Factor) weights the OSL calculations in 

favor of the normal distribution by multiplying the normal OSL by the override factor 

when comparing to the other distributions. As shown in the flowchart in Figure 14, 

unless the normal GoF fails or one of the other distributions have a much better 

(factor of 10) fit to the data, the normal will be selected. 

 

Figure 14: Process flowchart for Normal Factor = 10. This is the default 

behavior of the CMH STATS software package. This approach strongly favors 

the normal distribution over the lognormal and Weibull models. 
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3.4.2 Normal Preferred, Modified CV 

For small sample sizes, such as for B18, CMH-17 recommends modifying the CV 

as described in Sect. 2.7.3 . For the modified CV approach, a similar logic is used as 

for “Normal Preferred,” except in the Normal basis value block of Figure 14 the 

standard deviation used in the basis value calculation in Eq. (53) is found using Eq. 

(51) for the appropriate CV determined by Eq.(52). 

3.4.3 Maximum Observed Significance 

In the Maximum Observed Significance approach the distribution model with 

greatest OSL is assumed to be the most appropriate choice. A flowchart of this 

approach is given as Figure 15. The analyst may implement this behavior in the 

CMH-STATS software, CMH17 MAIN tab by simply setting the Normal Factor to 

one. This effectively removes any preference for the normal distribution and assesses 

each distribution on the merit of its OSL alone. If none of the distribution GoF tests 

pass, then the nonparametric model is used.  
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Figure 15: Process flowchart for selecting based on maximum OSL. This 

approach does not favor any specific distribution model. By selecting Normal 

Factor = 1 the distribution with the greatest OSL is selected.  

 

3.4.4 Weibull Preferred (MIL-HDBK-17-1F) 

The final method considered is the legacy logic from MIL-HDBK-17-1F Fig. 

8.3.1. It follows an order of operations shown in Figure 16 that absolutely favors 

each distribution beginning with the Weibull distribution. If the Weibull GoF passes, 

the Weibull is selected. Only if the Weibull GoF fails is the normal model considered. 

If the normal passes, then the normal distribution is selected. Only if the Weibull and 

normal GoFs fail is the lognormal considered. If all of the distribution models fail, 

then the nonparametric model and basis value are selected. There is no user option 

in the CMH-STATS software to force this type of behavior. Instead, the analyst may 
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use the statistics summaries provided by the routine to identify which, if any of the 

GoF tests passed. To implement this logic in the MATLAB simulation a nested if 

statement was used conditioned on the OSL of each test. 

 

Figure 16: Process flowchart for MIL-HDBK-17-1F.  This approach absolutely 

favors the first distribution that passes the GoF test in order of Weibull, 

lognormal, then normal. If no GoF passes a nonparametric basis value is used. 

 

3.5 Demonstrated Confidence  

Once the basis value is calculated it is compared to the known R90, 10th percentile 

of the sampling distributions introduced in Sect. 3.2 . In order to achieve at least a 

95% confidence fewer than 5% of the simulation runs yield a basis value greater than 

the known R90 value of the sampling distributions. For each run, if the calculated 
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R90 value is less than the known true R90 value of the sampling distributions the 

demonstrated confidence of the respective approach is increased accordingly. 

Conversely, if the calculated R90 value exceeds the known true R90 value of the 

sampling distributions the demonstrated confidence of the respective approach 

decreases accordingly. All of the results are stored in indexed arrays for further 

analysis and plot generation. After calculating a basis value and recalculating the 

demonstrated confidence the simulation proceeds back to again draw a new set of 

random samples. This process is repeated 100,000 times. This simulation approach 

allowed study of the power of the ADK test and gives insight into how the various 

B18 methods behave with data from distributions of varying levels of within-batch 

and batch-to-batch scatter. 

3.6 Evaluation of Alternate Confidence Bounds 

The CMH-17 pivot-based lower one-sided confidence limit for the Weibull 

distribution is compared to other types of bounds to see if these provide any 

advantage in terms of maintaining demonstrated confidence at 95% while reducing 

any unneeded conservatism.  The goal is to either validate the existing method, or 

identify a suitable alternative.  Wald estimates, likelihood ratio, and an additional 

method that has been applied to other structural integrity problems (Chi-square) are 

considered.  

The Wald and likelihood ratio bounds are preprogrammed in MATLAB for the 

MLE two-parameter Weibull distribution parameters by the fitdist(…) function. The 
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default confidence bounds are of the Wald type, with likelihood-ratio based 

confidence intervals available via name-argument pairs. The fitdist(…) function 

returns maximum likelihood estimators for the Weibull distribution. The Chi-square 

method was scripted into the simulation directly from Eq. (61). 

3.7 Risk Based Factors of Uncertainty 

The factor of uncertainty 𝑈𝐹 (sometimes called the factor of safety) is the ratio of 

the design ultimate load (DUL) and design limit load (DLL).  Within context of this 

study, the DUL is the B-basis values drawn from simulated failure data. A typical 

value for 𝑈𝐹 in aerospace structural design is 1.5.  It should be noted that the 𝑈𝐹 does 

not include additional “knock-down-factors” as are often also taken for castings in 

metals design, or environment factors, effects-of-defects, or barely-visible-impact-

damage in composite design. Unless the probabilities surrounding the influence of 

these factors can quantified, their knock-downs are considered “just-adequate” and 

taken in addition to the factor of uncertainty. 

Development of loads models are often done by fitting the right hand side, high 

magnitude tail of the loads exceedances.  The current study uses an exceedance 

distribution provided in the literature, but extensive coverage of how to process in-

service data is available in Refs. [23] [69]. The shape parameter of the strength 

distribution is defined by the sampling distribution that is implemented as discussed 

in Section 3.1 and Section 3.3 .  The characteristic results by rearranging eq. (28) 

using the known 10th percentile,  
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𝛽𝑠 = 𝑄𝒲2

(𝑥) ∙ {− ln[1 − 𝑃(𝑥)]}
−
1
𝛼𝑠 

(67) 

Leveraging Eq.(20), which illustrates the invariance of the Weibull shape parameter 

with respect to the characteristic, the exceedance model is then able to be scaled by 

its characteristic while retaining a direct similitude in behavior [26].   

The loads curve is a function of aircraft weight and flight profiles, maneuver, and 

turbulence. The loads curve is effectively anchored in relation to the capability curve 

by way of the loads curve characteristic 𝛽𝐿.  The design limiting load case (𝐷𝐿𝐿)𝐿 is 

typically defined as the one-in-10,000 flight hour occurrence. This may be verified 

using Cornog and Lincoln [21] as an example.  Cornog and Lincoln’s Weibull model 

for the F-16 wing bending spectrum is,   𝛼 = 6.74 and 𝛽 = 0.695 [DLL]. Using the 

Weibull inverse equation of Eq.(28), the 1E-05 occurrence for this model is found to 

occur at 0.9987 [DLL]. Together, this allows the factor of uncertainty and 

distribution parameters to be solved for in the loads-model design limit load case,  

One of the outputs from the previous simulation is a vector of basis values 

calculated for each run at each analysis point within the sample space. POF 

calculations are not in terms of a stated confidence level. Therefore the expected 

value (average) of the vector of basis calculations 𝐸(𝐵𝑠) is used.  The estimated 

factor of uncertainty �̂�𝐹 may then be solved for by, 

 
(𝐷𝐿𝐿)𝐿 = 𝛽𝐿{− ln[1 − (1 ∗ 10

−5)]}
1
𝛼𝐿 = (

1

𝑈𝐹
)𝐵𝑠 . 

(68) 
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�̂�𝐹 =

𝐸(𝐵𝑠)

𝛽𝐿(− ln(1 − 10−5))
1
𝛼𝐿

 . 
(69) 

For a given combined dataset, the ultimate B-basis value is already calculated 

from the simulation.  The loading shape parameter is given from the sampling 

distribution.  The goal then, is to iterate for the lowest value 𝛽𝐿 such that joint 

probability of the loads exceedance and the strength distribution is 1E-07.  The 

required margin of uncertainty can then be solved for,  

Eqs. (69) and (70) allows the required �̂�𝐹 to be calculated from the Weibull 

parameters of the strength distribution and only the shape parameter of the loads 

model. 

 
𝑃𝑆𝐹𝑃𝑜𝐹 = min

𝛽�̂�
{∫ 𝑅𝐿(𝑥)

∞

0

𝑓𝑆(𝑥) 𝑑𝑠} ≈ 10
−7. 

(70) 
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Chapter 4  
 Test Data Processing and Validation 

 

 The validation seeks to make sure that the simulation results are consistent with 

result from the CMH STATS software. To accomplish this the calculated OSL and 

basis values were calculated for a representative set of data using CMH STATS and 

the MATLAB simulation. At the time of writing the only AM material system 

reviewed to CMH-17 standards and included in the National Center for Advanced 

Materials Performance (NCAMP) database is the polymer, Stratasys Certified 

ULTEM 9085 Fortus 900mc (ULTEM 9085). The NCAMP qualification is specific 

to both the material and the fabrication system. This includes the material 

manufacturer, Stratasys; the material, ULTEM 9085; as well as the equipment, a 

Fortus 900mc printer (also by Stratasys). This means that an otherwise similar 

material from a different producer, or printed on different equipment is not covered 

by the NCAMP qualification. The test data report [33] and statistical analysis report 

[70] are available through the NCAMP administrator, Wichita State University [71]. 

The rest of this section is organized to summarize the test data, summary statistics, 

exploratory data analysis and inference, GoF test validation, and B-basis value 

validation. 
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4.1 Validation Data 

 The validation study includes, X-direction “dog bone” tension test data shown in 

Table 4, which was selected from Ref. [33] for both 0.2% offset yield strength and 

ultimate strength. The table is organized according to material batch.  

 

Table 4:  ULTEM 9085 simple tension (adapted from Ref. [33]).  The NCAMP 

test data includes three batches for both 0.2% offset yield and ultimate strength. 

0.2% offset yield, ksi  Ultimate strength, ksi 

1 2 3  1 2 3 

5.409 5.791 5.709  9.640 9.832 9.750 

5.853 5.484 5.980  9.924 10.143 9.772 

5.888 5.548 5.757  9.972 10.024 9.829 

5.570 5.396 5.753  9.776 9.975 9.594 

5.167 5.338 5.518  9.069 9.573 9.446 

4.890 5.314 5.558  8.743 9.874 9.682 

5.279 5.604 5.805  9.428 10.072 9.893 

5.372 5.551 5.517  9.498 10.144 9.815 

 

4.2 Data Summary statistics 

 Summary statistics for the validation data are provided in Table 5. They indicate 

potentially non-normal, non-lognormal behavior, and suggest that a Weibull shape 

parameter greater than one might be appropriate. These summary statistics are 

nonparametric quantities often used to describe the behavior of a dataset. Insights 

from the summary statistics help the analysist in tying the behavior of different 

families of distributions to the behavior of raw data. With a CV of 4.5% and 3.4%, 
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the yield and ultimate strength data for ULTEM 9085 polymer is well behaved 

compared to typical values for composites in Table 3.  

  

Table 5: Summary statistics of ULTEM 9085 data.  For these datasets the 

skewness suggest the data is asymmetric and left-hand skewed. This behavior is 

neither normal nor lognormal but is typical for Weibull distributions of 𝜶 > 1. 

Statistic Yield Ultimate 

n 24 24 

Batches 3 3 

Mean 5.544 9.728 

Std.Dev 0.252 0.328 

CV 4.551% 3.369% 

Minimum 4.890 8.743 

Maximum 5.980 10.144 

Skewness -0.512 -1.416 

Kurtosis 0.559 2.627 

 

The mass of a distribution is often depicted by a bell-curve. The peak of the bell, 

where the distribution mass is at its maximum is called the mode. In symmetric 

distributions, such as the normal, the mean and the mode are collocated in the middle 

of the bell. In nonsymmetric distributions the mean and mode are offset from each 

other. Skewness is a measure of how the probability-mass of a dataset is distributed 

relative to the mean. The skewness is not an output from CMH STATS, however it 

is easy to find using statistical tools available in common spreadsheet programs. The 

skewness may also be apparent in a histogram. While asymmetric datasets may have 

zero skewness, a symmetric dataset must have zero skewness. Non-zero skewness 
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implies that both the 0.2% yield and ultimate datasets are not symmetric.  

Notwithstanding the small datasets and resulting large relative bin length, skewed 

behavior may also be discerned graphically in the density normalized histogram plots 

of the yield data in Figure 17, and ultimate data in Figure 18. Normally distributed 

datasets (of sufficient size to minimize sampling error), being symmetric, would 

demonstrate zero or near zero skewness. Lognormal distributions are skewed 

positive. The fact that the yield and ultimate data are negatively skewed means there 

is a more heavily weighted tail to the left-hand side. This is behavior uncharacteristic 

of lognormal distributions. Such behavior is however consistent with Weibull 

distributions for shape parameters greater than one. This is typical behavior for most 

static strength testing.  

 

Figure 17: A histogram of the yield data provides a graphical suggestion of the 

skewness identified in the summary statistics in Table 5. 
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Figure 18: The histogram of the ultimate data suggests a more pronounced 

skewness in the same direction (negative skew) as the yield data. This agrees 

with the summary statistics in Table 5. 

 

4.3 Distribution fitting 

 The distribution parameter estimates of CMH STAT and the simulation were 

compared. The estimators for the normal distribution are taken directly as the mean 

and standard deviation (including Bessel’s correction) of the dataset. The parameters 

for the lognormal distribution are similarly calculated to the normal distribution but 

using the log-transform of the data. For the Weibull distribution the output of the 

MATLAB built in wblfit(…) function was compared to the results summary output 

tab within CMH STATS. The parameter estimates for all distributions used in the 

basis-value calculations are given in Table 6. The maximum relative difference 
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between the MATLAB simulation and CMH STATS was 0.03% which occurred on 

the estimate of the standard deviation.  

 

Table 6: Parameter estimators of ULTEM 9085 data are given for the normal, 

lognormal and Weibull distributions.  These define the distribution functions 

used for the distribution specific GoF tests. 

Distribution Parameter 0.2% yield, ksi Ultimate, ksi 

normal µ 5.5438 9.9728 

 σ 0.247 0.3278 

lognormal µ 1.7117 2.2744 

 σ 0.0452 0.0345 

Weibull β 5.6577 9.8642 

 α 26.1039 42.1522 

 

  

To visualize how well the distributions fit the dataset, linearized regression plots 

were created for the normal in Figure 19, lognormal in Figure 20, and Weibull in 

Figure 21. The fit of the normal and lognormal are similar, also with similar 

correlation coefficients. Both the normal and lognormal regression plots reflect the 

lowest data point diverging from the predicted value.  The Weibull regression plot 

graphs the MLE estimators. The correlation coefficient is slightly higher than for the 

normal or lognormal. The Weibull regression plot shows better agreement between 

the estimates and the lowest data point. A CDF plot was then prepared from the 

median ranked yield test data using Bernard’s approximation. Then the CDF of the 
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normal, lognormal and Weibull best-fit functions were developed using the 

parameter estimates discussed previously. The yield strength data is provided as an 

example in Figure 22.  

 

Figure 19: A normal regression plot of median-rank estimators of the data 

plotted against the distribution function values shows a good fit.  A perfect fit 

would result in all of the data-points being plotted on the dashed line.  However, 

the lowest point which is near the tenth percentile is poorly fit by the model. 
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Figure 20: The linearized lognormal plot provides a similar fit as the normal 

distribution for this data. Likewise the lowest point is poorly fit. 

 

Figure 21: The linearized Weibull plot shows a better fit to the lowest data point 

which is near where the tenth percentile and basis value estimates will be drawn 

from. The correlation coefficient is also slightly higher than the other models. 
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Figure 22: The overall fit of the different distribution models may be compared 

by plotting the median rank candidate distribution CDFs with the data.  On a 

linear plot all of the models appear to fit the data well. 

 

 From the regression and CDF plots, it appears that all three distributions do a 

reasonable job of modeling the majority of the yield strength data, especially through 

the middle of the distribution. However, basis values are drawn from the left-hand 

tail, where differences between distribution fits are often more pronounced. By 

plotting the CDF in a semi-log plot as in Figure 23, the lowest data points and the 

left-hand side tail of the candidate distributions are much clearer.  
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Figure 23: The semi-log plot of candidate distribution CDFs suggest that the 

Weibull model is the better in the region near the lowest data-point. This is 

consistent with the observations from the linear plots and summary statistics. 

 

The divergence from the lower data points is prominent for the best fit normal 

distribution. Likewise, the influence of the lognormal distribution’s positive 

skewness is seen as a steeper left-hand side which does not well fit the negatively 

skewed yield strength data. It is clear from the semi-log CDF plot in Figure 23 that 

the two-parameter Weibull distribution best fits the yield strength data in the region 

of the left-hand tail where a basis value would fall. This agrees with the regression 

plots. Having observed graphically how these functions fit the yield test data, we 

now have much more context with which to consider the goodness-of-fit tests with 

their OSLs. 
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4.4 OSL and Basis Values 

 The test data from Section 4.1 was processed using CMH-STATS and the 

simulation to obtain the normal, lognormal, and Weibull OSLs and basis values. The 

maximum relative difference between the MATLAB simulation and CMH STATS 

for the OSL calculations was 0.01% for the Weibull OSL of the ultimate strength 

data. The maximum relative difference for the basis value calculations was 0.11% 

which was for the nonparametric basis value of the yield dataset. Several of the OSL 

and basis value calculations had zero relative difference--they matched to the number 

of significant figures of the output. The validation study demonstrates that the 

statistical calculations within the simulation return similar results to the CMH-

STATS software. 

 The validation calculations also offered an interesting result. The OSL from for 

the normal GOF test is an order of magnitude greater for the yield strength data than 

for the ultimate strength data. This is consistent with the summary statistics where 

the yield dataset had much lower skewness and a kurtosis closer to one—much less 

nonnormal in behavior than the ultimate strength data. From the OSL alone, the 

normal distribution would be selected for the yield data regardless of what Normal 

Factor is used in CMH STATS. As discussed previously, the normal model provides 

a demonstrably poorer fit in the left-hand tail. This means that characteristics typical 

of Weibull behavior may be missed by using the GoF test alone. The OSL for the 

normal distribution are greater than those for the Weibull. While there are many 
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advantages to using direct computations for parameter estimation, this example 

illustrates why using graphical approaches to evaluate overall data behavior is sound 

practice. Graphical information gives the analyst a quick way to visualize the data 

and how different distributions fit it within the region of interest. 
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Chapter 5   
Results 

 

The results presented in this chapter are the end product of the overarching process 

following the structure of this dissertation. First, in Chapter 2, the theoretical 

framework of different types of test scatter and of basis value calculation were 

investigated. Then, in Chapter 3 the methods and procedural options of the CMH 

STATS software were implemented into a Monte Carlo simulation in MATLAB. 

This was validated in Chapter 4 with actual test data processed using CMH STATS.  

The results are presented by first evaluating the power of the ADK test for 

compatibility. Following the results of these studies a comparison is presented of 

CMH-17 basis values to Wald estimates, likelihood ratio, and Chi-square estimates 

with and without unbiasing. Finally, risk-based factors of uncertainty are given for 

different within-batch and batch-to-batch scatter using the best performing 

distribution selection approach and the Cornog and Lincoln usage loads spectrum. 

5.1 ADK Power Study 

The statistical power of the ADK test with the CMH-17 recommended 

significance level of 2.5% is shown in Figure 24. Along the upper right-hand side of 

the plot where the batch-to-batch difference in standard deviation 𝜎𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ is one, the 

difference between the mean sampling distributions is statistically significant. The 

ability of ADK to correctly detect data from significantly different sampling 

distributions changes with within-batch scatter.  From a low of approximately 78% 
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at lower 𝛼𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 (closer to the viewer), which correspond to higher values of within-

batch scatter power increases to the rear corner of the plot where values of within-

batch scatter are lower. The power reaches a high value of approximately 82%. 

Increased scatter of the sampling distributions (within-batch variability) has a 

negative effect on ADK power. However, if we use 80% power as a reasonable goal 

for datasets from distributions of statistically significant difference, the ADK test 

performs well. On the other side of the figure, at 𝜎𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ= 0, there is no mean-shift. 

This means the samples are drawn from the same distribution.  Here, the ADK rejects 

approximately 2.5% of the datasets. This correlates very well to the 2.5% 

significance level selected for the test. If a significance level of 5% had been selected, 

as in Ref. [72], then the demonstrated power along 𝜎𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ= 0 would likewise be 5%. 

Along the 𝜎𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ= 0 line there is little influence from changes of within-batch 

variability represented by different values of 𝛼𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡. The ADK test has been shown to 

be effective for B18 methods across a broad range of within-batch and batch-to-batch 

variation. 
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Figure 24: Observed power, k-sample Anderson Darling. When the batch data 

is drawn from the same distribution, along the 𝝈𝒃𝒂𝒕𝒄𝒉 = 0 axis, the power equals 

2.5% which is the significance level of the test. When drawn from statistically 

significant batches at 𝝈𝒃𝒂𝒕𝒄𝒉 = 1, the average power is approximately 80%. 

 

5.2  Distribution Selection Methods 

The distribution selection study evaluates the demonstrated confidence of several 

different procedural options within the B18 framework. The specific methods 

include the normal favored, modified CV, highest OSL, and Weibull favored in 

accordance with MIL-HDBK-17.   
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5.2.1 Normal Preferred, non-modified CV 

The demonstrated confidence with respect to the within-batch (𝛼𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝) and batch-

to-batch variation (𝜎𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ) for the normal preferred method is given in Figure 25. 

Moving from left-to-right along the 𝜎𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ axis, the approach benefits from 

conservatism in the presence of batch-to-batch variation. Along the sampling 

distribution Weibull shape parameter axis, 𝛼𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝, where 𝜎𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ = 0 and there is no 

batch-to-batch variation there is a local maximum where the Weibull distribution 

approximates a normal distribution (𝛼𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝 ≈ 3.4) but from there, demonstrated 

confidence decreases with decreasing within-batch variation (higher 𝛼𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝). At a 

level that might be expected for contemporary composite laminates (𝛼𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝 ≈ 26), 

the demonstrated confidence is approximately 86%. In real test data, some batch-to-

batch variation is always present. However, this highlights that analysis options 

should be approached with care.  
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Figure 25: Observed confidence, normal preferred.  At zero batch-to-batch 

scatter (𝝈𝒃𝒂𝒕𝒄𝒉) the normal model meets 95% confidence at near-normal within 

batch behavior (𝜶𝒔𝒂𝒎𝒑 = 3.4) but decreases as the datasets become more 

nonnormal. Across the range the effects of ADK filtering is seen as batch-to-

batch variation increases confidence.   

 

5.2.2 Normal Preferred, Modified CV 

 The demonstrated confidence with respect to the within-batch (𝛼𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝) and batch-

to-batch variation (𝜎𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ) for the normal preferred, modified CV is given in Figure 

26.  The influence of the modified CV is apparent when Figure 26 is compared to the 

non-modified CV of Figure 25. The region of lowest confidence with non-modified 

CV is along the line of no batch-to-batch variation (𝜎𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ = 0) decreasing as within 
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batch variation decreases (𝛼𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝 increasing). As given in Eq. 18, the modified CV 

forces basis values calculated assuming greater variance than present in the data 

above a certain cut-off. This creates a trough instead of a steady downward slope on 

the bottom side of the demonstrated confidence. The modified CV has no effect when 

the CV is above 8; this corresponds to a Weibull shape parameter of (𝛼𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝 ≈ 15). 

From Table 3 this corresponds to levels of scatter somewhere between what is 

typically encountered for legacy bonded and bolted composite joints (𝛼 ≈ 9) and 

legacy laminates (𝛼 ≈ 20). If AM composites are expected to have no more within-

batch scatter than legacy composite laminates, than the existing normal-favored, 

modified CV approach might be appropriate.  

 

Figure 26: Observed confidence, normal preferred, modified CV. Compared to 

the non-modified method (Fig. 25) the modified CV approach achieves 95% 

confidence  for within batch scatter typical of composite laminates (𝜶𝒔𝒂𝒎𝒑 = 20). 
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5.2.3 Highest OSL 

Selecting the distribution model with the highest OSL resulted in the 

demonstrated confidence plot shown in Figure 27 selecting the best fit model results 

in much improved stability in the presence of little batch-to-batch variation. Overall, 

the confidence along the offset 𝜎 = 0 line is at about 90% --still lower than the 95% 

required. This again improves with the introduction of some batch-to-batch variation, 

with results meeting the 95% requirement above 𝜎 = 0.5. 

 

Figure 27: Observed confidence, highest OSL. For any given amount of batch-

to-batch variability (𝝈𝒃𝒂𝒕𝒄𝒉) the highest OSL method is relatively insensitive to 

within-batch variability (𝜶𝒔𝒂𝒎𝒑). However, it does not meet 95% at smaller 

differences between batches. 
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5.2.4 Weibull Preferred 

 Because the simulated sampling distributions are two-parameter Weibull, it is 

reasonable to expect that a method favoring the Weibull basis value approach will 

result in the greater efficiency than methods weighing other distributions. As seen in 

Figure 28, 95% confidence is attained for all but zero batch-to-batch variation, where 

its performance is approximately 94.5% across the range of shape parameters.  

 

Figure 28: Observed confidence, Weibull preferred. The MIL-HDBK-17 

approach is not highly sensitive to within-batch variation (𝜶𝒔𝒂𝒎𝒑) and achieves 

95% confidence across the widest range of all the methods considered. 
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5.3 Alternative Estimates of Confidence 

The alternative confidence bound approaches described in Section 2.8 were 

implemented into a simulation following Section 3.6 . The mean of the vector of 

basis values calculated at each sample point are plotted in Figure 29.  Across the 

range of within-batch scatter typical for static testing (𝛼𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝 > 10), the CMH-17, 

Wald estimates and likelihood ratio confidence bounds return similar basis values.  

The Chi-square confidence bounds return higher basis values. The relative difference 

between the mean basis values and CMH-17 basis values is shown in Figure 30.  The 

demonstrated confidence plot is shown in Figure 31. From these figures, it is seen 

that across the static region, while there is a modest increase of about 2% to 6% this 

comes at a high cost in terms of confidence. Where the other methods have similar 

performance, indicating that they are all similarly effective at estimating basis values, 

the Chi-square approach does not achieve the required 95% confidence for most of 

the sample space within the static range and therefore cannot be recommended.  Near 

the right-hand side of the plot, where between-batch variability increases toward 

significance, the improved confidence for the Chi-square reflects the power of the 

ADK test in removing the highest-scatter batch-to-batch samples. The strong 

assumption of assuming that the shape parameter has a deleterious effect on 

demonstrated confidence.  Unbiasing the shape parameter estimate is helpful in this 

regard, but still does not meet the 95% confidence criterion.  

Within the higher scatter fatigue region (𝛼𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝 < 10) the Wald and likelihood 

ratio confidence bounds may provide higher basis-values while still achieving 
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acceptable confidence.  Fatigue data is not usually processed using B18 methods so 

the usefulness of this observation would need to be assessed by comparing these 

bounds to fatigue analysis methods such as those found in Ref. [20]. 

 

Figure 29: Mean basis values for different confidence bounds. All of the 

alternate confidence limits result in higher mean basis values with the Chi-

square methods having the greatest increases across the range of within-batch 

and batch-to-batch variation.   
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Figure 30: Mean relative difference from CMH-17.  In the static strength region 

(𝜶𝒔𝒂𝒎𝒑 > 9) the Chi-square methods offer higher mean basis values.  

 

Figure 31: The modest increase in basis values for the Chi-square methods (Fig. 

30) come at the cost of meeting 95% confidence at lower batch-to-batch scatter. 
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5.4 Risk Based Factor of Uncertainty 

The risk-based factor of uncertainty study builds on the previous simulations by 

calculating the required factor of uncertainty such that the load-strength interaction 

results in a SFPoF of 1E-07. The Weibull favored approach was selected for this 

purpose based on its overall better performance across the sample space. The loads 

model for this analysis is taken from the F-16 wing bending spectra of Cornog and 

Lincoln [21]. As discussed in Section 3.7 the load-strength SFPoF calculation is 

specific to the structural capability and usage for the design being analyzed.  While 

the following risk-based factors of uncertainty may be applicable in applications 

where the loads spectrum is similar to Cornog and Lincoln they should not be used 

for general design purposes. The overall trend from Figure 32 is that as with-batch 

and between-batch scatter increases, so too does the factor of uncertainty needed to 

achieve a SFPoF of 1E-07.  
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Figure 32:  B-18 Risk-based factor of uncertainty, Cornog & Lincoln Spectra. 

While dependent on usage, this plot shows that the traditional FOU of 1.5 may 

result in SFPoF < 1E-07 for within batch scatter typical laminates (𝜶𝒔𝒂𝒎𝒑 > 20). 
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Chapter 6    
Discussion  

 

The methods in CMH-17 reflect over 70 years of industry experience in working 

with plastics and composites. Overall, with some best practices applied, the current 

studies lend support to using the existing single point methods of CMH-17-1G to 

AM materials as well.  They are found to be suitable for amounts of scatter that might 

be typical for a broad range of other materials. The CMH-17 basis values also 

performed well when compared to alternate methods to estimate confidence bounds. 

Finally, using a realistic example case, the CMH-17 method is shown to be capable 

of providing basis values that meet stringent structural risk requirements as well.    

6.1  Best Practices in Processing Test Data 

While working with test data and developing the simulation several best practices 

were identified. These best practices provide insight into how the data are behaved. 

This will assist the analyst in selecting the most appropriate models no matter which 

tool used.  While these best practices are not explicitly addressed in CMH-17 they 

complement and reinforce the CMH-17 methods.  

Because potentially important information is lost once the data are combined, 

regressions or MLE should be run on the individual batch data before using the ADK 

test for compatibility.  By taking the offset of the means of the sample data-sets and 

their Weibull shape parameters, the overall performance of the ADK test may be 
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estimated by referring to Figure 24.  The ADK null hypothesis assumes 

compatibility.  It falls on engineering judgement to determine if the test should be 

conducted in the first place. Regardless of whether the ADK passes or not, the analyst 

should consider further investigation into the test set-up, coupon fabrication method 

and lot histories of the materials if the batch sample means are more than a standard 

deviation offset from each other. 

As was done for the ULTEM 9085 validation test data set, the summary statistics 

of Table 5 should likewise be calculated for the combined data set.  The sample 

counts, mean, standard deviation and CV are calculated in CMH STATS.  

Calculating these values for one’s self provides checks to make sure that the software 

is functioning properly.  In addition, the skewness and kurtosis provide the analyst 

insight into the overall behavior of the data.  If the skewness and kurtosis is non-zero, 

the normal model may not be an appropriate choice. Likewise, negative skewness 

may eliminate the lognormal from consideration.  

There has been considerable discussion in the ASRRA community about linear 

rank-regression versus maximum-likelihood estimators.  Studies by Genschel and 

Meeker [73] demonstrate that MLE are both more stable and accurate than median-

rank regression.  From a purely mathematical perspective, MLE would therefore be 

preferred.  However, in a similar argument as illustrated by Anscombe’s quartet [74],  

Abernethy [26] argues that the visual nature of median-rank regression is an 

important quality check that might be missed if MLE equations alone are used.  This 

is done by plotting the data and the linearized functions for a median-rank probability 
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plot but instead using the MLE parameters to define the function instead of a linear 

regression. Following this approach, linearized plots for the normal, lognormal and 

Weibull distributions may be prepared.  Deviations from the data to the linearized 

functions should be evaluated.  As seen in the validation data, even fits with a higher 

Fisher coefficient may not be the best option if the fit is poor in the tail where the 

basis values are calculated. 

In general when selecting basis-values for design the Weibull favored approach 

following the logic in Figure 16 is recommended. Even so, the current study shows 

that the modified CV approach is robust to providing acceptable confidence for 

certain ranges of non-normal sampling distributions. If the analyst’s organization 

specifically favors the normal distribution, then evaluate the individual batch and 

combined sample sets; if all have Weibull shape parameters greater than 15, then the 

recommended basis value for the default CMH-STATS behavior (modified CV with 

a normal override parameter of 10) may be used.  Otherwise, the Weibull favored 

approach of Figure 16 should be followed. 

6.2 Distribution Selection Methods Study 

The simulation study tested the efficiency of the ADK test and evaluated the 

performance of the normal preferred, normal preferred with modified CV, maximum 

OSL, and Weibull preferred distribution selection and basis value approaches. The 

ADK test for combining B18 data performed well. It demonstrated a rejection rate 

that matched the test’s significance level when the data came from the same 
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distribution, and a power of approximately 80% when there is a significant difference 

between the three batches. This was true over the entire sampling range of within-

batch variability. Neither the normal preferred method (non-modified CV) nor the 

maximum OSL approaches are well suited to the reduced samples of B18. However, 

the normal preferred with modified CV may be useful. Normal methods offer 

simplicity and consistency between the assumptions made during different statistical 

analyses. Furthermore, most engineers are at least somewhat familiar with the normal 

distribution. As an engineering tool, there is much to appreciate about the simplicity 

of the modified CV approach. If AM materials follow the trend of ULTEM 9085 [33] 

of having no more within-batch scatter than legacy composite laminates, than the 

existing normal-favored, modified CV approach should be reasonable.  

Alternatively, once there is sufficient experience with these materials, the modified 

CV could be updated with new parameters developed specifically for AM materials. 

Of the model selection methods considered, the Weibull favored method of MIL-

HDBK-17 performed best. Weibull methods maintain theoretical consistency 

between the weakest-link physics of composite failure and the distribution used to 

model minimum strength. As the failure of AM composites are expected to be 

weakest-link, the Weibull method best models this.  

6.3 Alternate Confidence Bound Study 

Whittaker and Besuner [59] had originally applied the Chi-Square Weibull 

confidence bounds to fatigue problems.  As seen in Figure 30, in the region of shape 

parameters below 10 this approach offers significantly greater estimates on the lower 
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bound than the alternatives.  As batch-to-batch variation is introduced, the absolute 

basis values decrease, but there is a relative increase with respect to the CMH-17 

methods.  The CMH-17 confidence bounds provide adequate confidence across the 

sample space, therefore the Chi-Square confidence bounds are not recommended for 

B18 sampling.   Likewise, the modest increase of the Wald estimates and likelihood 

ratio confidence bounds do not justify a change in approach within the region of 

scatter associated with static test data.  

6.4 Risk-Based Factor of Uncertainty 

The overall trend from Figure 32 is that as with-batch and between-batch scatter 

increases, so to does the factor of uncertainty needed to achieve an SFPoF of 1E-07. 

The required risk-based factor of uncertainty for different material classes may be 

estimated for the Cornog and Lincoln case by referencing the typical Weibull shape 

parameters for static tensile of different material classes in Table 3, and comparing 

those values to the lower-left axis of Figure 32.  For this specific usage, it is seen that 

for modern composite laminates with a shape parameter of 26, the standard 𝑈𝐹 of 1.5 

performs well across the range of batch-to-batch scatter--being conservative up to a 

difference of 0.8 𝜎.  Likewise, while not tabulated due to the limited number of 

references in the literature with reasonable amounts of data, modern composite joints 

[25], and AM materials [70] have demonstrated that they can perform very 

consistently with shape parameters of ≈ 30 − 40. For these materials, the standard 

factor of uncertainty should likewise be sufficient, or could potentially be reduced to 

save weight and expense. Properly designed and manufactured composite laminates 
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and shear-joints are not usually as sensitive to fatigue as metals. Having flatter 

residual strength curves over their service lives [38] composites may allow 

acceptance of a higher (but still acceptable) structural risk at the beginning of the 

service life.  This may be done knowing that fatigue effects over the service life will 

not significantly impact structural risk--an important advantage over metallic 

designs.   
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Chapter 7  
Conclusion 

 

When the appropriate analytical processes are followed, the existing CMH-17 

single-point, reduced sample basis values achieve the required confidence for the 

amounts of scatter that might be expected for the static behavior of AM manufactured 

composites.  This was assessed through exercising these methods via Monte Carlo 

simulation.  Because the database of these materials is sparse, the problem was 

approached by assessing the general applicability of these methods across a broad 

range of within-batch and batch-to-batch variation. The existing methods and tools 

are shown able to provide adequate confidence over much of this range.  

The focus of the current study is the B18 methods of CMH-17-1G. These methods 

require no fewer than six samples from three batches, for 18 total coupons. The 

method begins with a ADK compatibility test to determine if the data from the three 

batches can be combined. The ADK test was found to perform efficiently across the 

range of within-batch and batch-to-batch variation. Next, the data is tested to normal, 

lognormal and Weibull models. Different options are available in how different 

models are favored. As the failure of AM composites is expected to be weakest-link 

in nature, by extreme-value theory Weibull models are most appropriate. The older 

MIL-HDBK-17-1F approach that favors the Weibull distribution performed better 

than the alternatives over a broad range of within-batch and batch-to-batch variation. 

While MIL-HDBK-17 and the current study strongly favor the Weibull approach 
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generally, the current CMH-17-1G recommended method of favoring the normal 

distribution and modifying the CV also performed well. Its use may be considered 

for data where the amount of scatter is no more than that typical of legacy and 

contemporary composite laminates, for which this method was originally intended. 

Alternatively, the modified CV approach could be updated with new parameters 

tailored to AM (or other classes of materials) when more data becomes available.  

Based on the results of the current study analysts engaged in developing basis values 

and design allowables should consider the following recommendations. These 

recommendations help assure the assumptions, models and therefore resulting basis 

values meet the required confidence and structural reliability: 

1. Evaluate batch data for general behavior separately before attempting to 

combine them; 

2. Prepare summary statistics and linear plots of the combined data for 

insight into how the different models fit the center and tails of the data; 

3. For general use strongly consider the Weibull favored method of MIL-

HDBK-17. If the responsible organization has a strong preference for 

normal distribution models only consider the modified CV approach and 

only for data sets having less than a CV of 6.2%; 

4. Once the basis values are developed the design allowables may be 

optimized in terms of the factor of uncertainty required to achieve the 
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required SFPoF for the specific loading expected for the structural 

component. 

In addition to the above recommendations, several areas were identified where 

additional study is needed.  First, CMH-17 includes methods for pooling data across 

environments using Levine’s test for homoscedasticity. These methods need to be 

exercised in a similar manner to as the single-point methods are in the current study. 

Likewise, the ANOVA methods that are used both for pooled data and when data 

sets are found incompatible through ADK testing also need such evaluation.  In the 

alternate confidence estimate study the Chi-square basis values provided potentially 

significant increases in basis values in the fatigue region of scatter. This approach 

should be evaluated to more common fatigue methods that assume normal, or 

lognormal distributions at different stress-levels. Finally, sensitivity analysis on 

overall sample size and batching should be considered for further study.  This type 

of study would allow for more predictable preliminary allowables.     

The existing B18 methods and tools are already widely used in the aerospace 

industry for flight certified non-safety critical applications. Demonstrating their 

general suitability over a broad range of within-batch and batch-to-batch variation 

not only supports the implementation of AM materials but other types of materials 

as well.  With the results of this study, the analyst has a set of recommendations such 

that they may approach AM data sets with confidence that their methods and tools 

provide reasonable basis values. 
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Appendix A 

Normal Basis Value Function 
 

function [BU_CMH17_NORM]=Fun_CMH17_B_Normal(data_vec) 

  

%% Calculate Normal estimators and allowable estimates 

%Here we us the equation given in CMH-17, but instead of using the 

%tabulated values for kb, we derive it directly using the noncentral t 

%distribution 

[X_bar,s_hat]= normfit(data_vec); 

n = length(data_vec); 

  

%Determine the B-basis factor 

if n<16 

% for samples upto 15 inclusive use table 8.5.10 

kb_tab = [ 

2   20.581 

3   6.157 

4   4.163 

5   3.408 

6   3.007 

7   2.756 

8   2.583 

9   2.454 

10  2.355 

11  2.276 

12  2.211 

13  2.156 

14  2.109 

15  2.069 

    ]; 

% the factor is the second col of the row corresponding to n 

kb = kb_tab(kb_tab(:,1) == n,2); 

else 

%For samples of size 16+ use eq. 8.5.10 

kb = 1.282+exp(0.958-0.52*log(n)+3.19/n); 

end 

%The basis value is the point estimator minus the B factor times stddev 

BU_CMH17_NORM=X_bar-kb*s_hat; 
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Appendix B 

Modified CV Normal Basis Function 
 

function [BU_CMH17_NORM]=Fun_CMH17_B_Normal_ModCV(data_vec) 

  

%% Calculate Normal estimators and allowable estimates 

%Here we us the equation given in CMH-17, but instead of using the 

%tabulated values for kb, we derive it directly using the noncentral t 

%distribution 

[X_bar,s_hat]= normfit(data_vec); 

cv_hat = s_hat/X_bar; 

  

if cv_hat < 0.04 %Any CV lower than 4% are assumed 6% 

    cv_star = 0.06; 

elseif cv_hat < 0.08 %CVs more than 4% but less than 8% are this function 

    cv_star = (cv_hat/2)+0.04; 

else 

    cv_star = cv_hat; %Any CV greater than 8% is kept 

end 

%modified estimate for standard deviation 

s_hat = cv_star*X_bar; 

             

n = length(data_vec); 

  

%Determine the B-basis factor 

if n<16 

% for samples upto 15 inclusive use table 8.5.10 

kb_tab = [ 

2   20.581 

3   6.157 

4   4.163 

5   3.408 

6   3.007 

7   2.756 

8   2.583 

9   2.454 

10  2.355 

11  2.276 

12  2.211 

13  2.156 

14  2.109 

15  2.069 

    ]; 

% the factor is the second col of the row corresponding to n 

kb = kb_tab(kb_tab(:,1) == n,2); 

else 

%For samples of size 16+ use eq. 8.5.10 

kb = 1.282+exp(0.958-0.52*log(n)+3.19/n); 

end 

%The basis value is the point estimator minus the B factor times stddev 

BU_CMH17_NORM=X_bar-kb*s_hat; 
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Appendix C 

Weibull Basis Function 
 

function [CMH17_Weibull_B_basis] = Fun_CMH17_B_Weibull(n, alpha, beta) 

% This function takes in a vector of complete data (no suspensions, 

% properly pooled and or combined) and returns the Weibull based B-Basis 

% value or estimate following the CMH-17 table look-up method 

% 22OCT2020 Andrew Ollikainen 

  

CMH_Vb = [ 

2,  690.804 % 2-9 is from Clarkson 

3,  47.318 

4,  19.836 

5,  13.145 

6,  10.392 

7,  8.937 

8,  8.047 

9,  7.449 

10, 6.711  % From 10 is from CMH-17 

11, 6.477 

12, 6.286 

13, 6.127 

14, 5.992 

15, 5.875 

16, 5.774 

17, 5.684 

18, 5.605 

19, 5.533 

20, 5.469 

21, 5.412 

22, 5.359 

23, 5.31 

24, 5.265 

25, 5.224 

26, 5.186 

27, 5.15 

28, 5.117 

29, 5.086 

30, 5.057 

31, 5.03 

32, 5.003 

33, 4.979 

34, 4.956 

35, 4.934 

36, 4.913 

37, 4.893 

38, 4.875 

39, 4.857 

40, 4.84 

41, 4.823 

42, 4.807 

43, 4.792 

44, 4.778 

45, 4.764 

46, 4.751 
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47, 4.738 

48, 4.725 

49, 4.713 

50, 4.702 

51, 4.691 

52, 4.68 

53, 4.67 

54, 4.659 

55, 4.65 

56, 4.64 

57, 4.631 

58, 4.622 

59, 4.631 

60, 4.605 

61, 4.597 

62, 4.589 

63, 4.582 

64, 4.574 

65, 4.567 

66, 4.56 

67, 4.553 

68, 4.546 

69, 4.539 

70, 4.533 

71, 4.527 

72, 4.521 

73, 4.515 

74, 4.509 

75, 4.503 

76, 4.498 

77, 4.492 

78, 4.487 

79, 4.482 

80, 4.477 

81, 4.471 

82, 4.466 

83, 4.462 

84, 4.457 

85, 4.452 

86, 4.448 

87, 4.443 

88, 4.439 

89, 4.435 

90, 4.431 

91, 4.427 

92, 4.423 

93, 4.419 

94, 4.415 

95, 4.411 

96, 4.407 

97, 4.404 

98, 4.4 

99, 4.396 

100,    4.393 

102,    4.386 

104,    4.38 

106,    4.373 

108,    4.367 

110,    4.361 

112,    4.355 
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114,    4.349 

116,    4.344 

118,    4.339 

120,    4.334 

122,    4.328 

124,    4.323 

126,    4.317 

128,    4.314 

]; 

% The CMH-17 table ends at 128 where it begins to asymptotes out...this 

% Leads to a little unneeded conservatism with large sample sizes 

%n = min(length(complete data),128); 

% Pull the Vb value from CMH_Vb corresponding to the number of data points 

Vb = CMH_Vb(CMH_Vb(:,1) == n,2); 

% The Maximum Likelihood Estimators are found using the wblfit function 

q_hat = beta * (0.10536)^(1/alpha); 

CMH17_Weibull_B_basis = q_hat * exp(-Vb/(alpha*sqrt(n))); 

end 
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Appendix D 

Non-Parametric Basis Function 
 

 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% Andrew Ollikainen 

% Fun_CMH17_B_HansonKoopmans 

% This function implements the modified Hanson-Koopmans non parametic 

basis 

% value estimates from CMH-17-1G section 8. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

function [CMH17_HKNonparm_B_basis] = Fun_CMH17_B_HansonKoopmans(fails) 

% The coefficients for Hanson-Koopmans are from CMH-17 table 8.5.14 

%The first colomn is the sample size 

%The second colomn is the coefficient rb. 

%The third parameter is the exponent k. 

CMH_HK_Coeffs = [ 

2,  2,  35.177 

3,  3,  7.859 

4,  4,  4.505 

5,  4,  4.101 

6,  5,  3.064 

7,  5,  2.858 

8,  6,  2.382 

9,  6,  2.253 

10, 6,  2.137 

11, 7,  1.897 

12, 7,  1.814 

13, 7,  1.738 

14, 8,  1.599 

15, 8,  1.540 

16, 8,  1.485 

17, 8,  1.434 

18, 9,  1.354 

19, 9,  1.311 

20, 10, 1.253 

21, 10, 1.218 

22, 10, 1.184 

23, 11, 1.143 

24, 11, 1.114 

25, 11, 1.087 

26, 11, 1.060 

27, 11, 1.035 

28, 12, 1.010 

]; 

  

%Sort the data in desending order 

fails = sort(fails,'descend'); 

% The number of samples is the length of the data set 

n = length(fails); 

%x1 is the minimum value in the set 

x1 = min(fails); 

%use the sample size in first table col to find r value in second 

%the rth largest data point is the rth element in descending order 
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xrb = fails(CMH_HK_Coeffs(CMH_HK_Coeffs(:,1) == n,2)); 

%use the sample size in first table col to find k value in third 

kb = CMH_HK_Coeffs(CMH_HK_Coeffs(:,1) == n,3); 

  

CMH17_HKNonparm_B_basis = xrb*((x1/xrb)^kb); 

end 
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Appendix E 

Modified CV Run Script 
 

function [Output_Vec] = Carpet_Sim_6_Mod_F10_20210214(runs, alpha1, diff) 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

R = 0.90; 

B90_1 = 100; 

samples = 6; %number of samples drawn from each batch 

ADK_sig = 0.025; 

norm_fac = 10; 

  

beta1 = B90_1 / ((-log(R))^(1/alpha1)); 

%%%Define parameters for second batch set. We are looking for parameters 

%that meet the prescribed differences in the mean while retaining the same 

%10th percentile value...two equations for two unknown parameters for one 

%unique positive real solution 

  

% Find the descriptive statistics of the baseline (middle) distribution 

    % The mean 

    mean1 = beta1*gamma(1+(1/alpha1)); 

    % The standard deviation 

    sd1 = beta1*sqrt(gamma(1+(2/alpha1))-(gamma(1+(1/alpha1)))^2); 

    % The variance  

    var1 = sd1^2; 

  

% Now we impose our constraints on the shifted distributions to calculate 

% appropriate parameters such that the mean is shifted the correct 

distance 

% while fixing the 10th percentile to the 10th percentile of the baseline 

% sampling distribution (Note: this begins to "squeeze" the lower shifted 

% distribution as we approach a baseline shape parameter at or below 

% 1--this is lower than what we consider in this study, but is a 

limitation 

% of the simulation approach to be aware of) 

  

% Shift the means of the offset sampling distributions 

    % The higher shifted mean 

    mean2 = mean1+(diff*sd1); 

    % The lower shifted mean 

    mean3 = mean1-(diff*sd1); 

% Setup a symbolic system of equations for the mean and the known 10th  

% percentile(B90)and solve for the corresponding Weibull parameters 

syms beta2sym alpha2sym beta3sym alpha3sym; 

% Solve for the high-shifted sampling distribution 

    % The mean 

    eq2a = mean2 == beta2sym*gamma(1+(1/alpha2sym)); 

    % The 10th percentile 

    eq2b = B90_1 == beta2sym*((-log(R))^(1/alpha2sym)); 

    % Solving using numerical methods 

    sol2 = vpasolve([eq2a , eq2b],[beta2sym , alpha2sym]); 

    % Convert symbolic solutions to double 

    beta2 = double(sol2.beta2sym); 

    alpha2 = double(sol2.alpha2sym); 

% Solve for the low-shifted sampling distribution 
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    eq3a = mean3 == beta3sym*gamma(1+(1/alpha3sym)); 

    eq3b = B90_1 == beta3sym*((-log(R))^(1/alpha3sym)); 

    sol3 = vpasolve([eq3a , eq3b],[beta3sym , alpha3sym]); 

    beta3 = double(sol3.beta3sym); 

    alpha3 = double(sol3.alpha3sym); 

%% 

run = 1; 

ADK_res_vec = zeros(runs,1); 

alpha_hat_vec = 0; 

beta_hat_vec = 0; 

B_vec_wbl = 0; 

Norm_vec = 0; 

ADK_hit_count = 0; 

wbl_hit_count = 0; 

norm_hit_count = 0; 

lnorm_hit_count = 0; 

nonparm_hit_count = 0; 

%initializations 

  

BU_CMH17_WBL=[]; 

BU_CMH17_NORM=[]; 

BU_CMH17_LOGNORM=[]; 

BU_CMH17_NONPARM=[]; 

B_vec_wbl=[]; 

B_vec_nrm=[]; 

B_vec_lnrm=[]; 

%% 

for run = 1:runs 

Y1 = wblrnd(beta1,alpha1,samples,1); 

Y1=sort(Y1); 

Y1(:,2)=1; 

  

Y2 = wblrnd(beta2,alpha2,samples,1); 

Y2=sort(Y2); 

Y2(:,2)=2; 

  

Y3 = wblrnd(beta3,alpha3,samples,1); 

Y3 = sort(Y3); 

Y3(:,2)=3; 

  

Y=[Y1;Y2;Y3]; 

MLE = wblfit(Y(:,1)); 

  

X = transpose(Y(:,1)); 

% Calling on Matlab the function:  

           ADK_res = AnDarksamtest(Y,ADK_sig); 

           % If the data sets pass ADK--calculate basis values else 

           % press-on. 

           if ADK_res == 0; 

               ADK_hit_count = ADK_hit_count+1; 

                

          %Determine best fit distribution by OSL of AK GoF tests  

%for each distribution type 

            %First the Weibull 

            [AD_Wbl_h,AD_Wbl_p,AD_Wbl_adstat,AD_Wbl_cv]=… 

adtest(X,'Distribution','weibull'); 

            %Next the Normal 

            [AD_Nrm_h,AD_Nrm_p,AD_Nrm_adstat,AD_Nrm_cv]=… 

adtest(X,'Distribution','norm'); 

            %We fit the log-Normal by fitting the Normal to the log(X) 
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            [AD_lnNrm_h,AD_lnNrm_p,AD_lnNrm_adstat,AD_lnNrm_cv]=… 

adtest(log(X),'Distribution','norm'); 

  

  

                %If the data is not rejected as being from a normal 

                %distribution than it is assumed to be normal. 

               if AD_Nrm_h == 0 &&… 

        AD_Nrm_p>(AD_Wbl_p/norm_fac) &&… 

        AD_Nrm_p>(AD_lnNrm_p/norm_fac) 

                     %Each occurance increases number of normal hits 

                     norm_hit_count = norm_hit_count+1; 

                     %Append value to vector of normal basis values                     

BU_CMH17_NORM(norm_hit_count,1)=… 

Fun_CMH17_B_Normal_ModCV(X); 

                

               %If normality is rejected, either the Weibull or lognormal 

               %is selected based on not being rejected, and having the 

               %highest OSL 

               elseif AD_Wbl_h == 0 &&… 

 AD_Wbl_p>(AD_Nrm_p) &&… 

 AD_Wbl_p>(AD_lnNrm_p) 

                     %Each occurance increases number of normal hits 

                     wbl_hit_count = wbl_hit_count+1; 

                     %Append value to vector of normal basis values    

BU_CMH17_WBL(wbl_hit_count,1)=… 

Fun_CMH17_B_Weibull(X); 

  

               elseif AD_lnNrm_h == 0 &&… 

         AD_lnNrm_p>AD_Wbl_p &&… 

         AD_lnNrm_p>AD_Nrm_p 

                     %Each occurance increases number of lognorm hits 

                     lnorm_hit_count = lnorm_hit_count+1; 

                     %Append value to vector of lognormal basis values 

%The lognormal case uses the anti-log of the Normal 

%of log(x) 

BU_CMH17_LOGNORM(lnorm_hit_count,1)=… 

exp(Fun_CMH17_B_Normal(log(X))); 

    

else  %If no distribution ADGOF passes than calculate    

%nonparametric 

                   %Each occurance increases number of nonparametric hits 

                     nonparm_hit_count = nonparm_hit_count+1; 

                     %Calculate Hanson-Koopmans Non-Parametric Allowables 

                     BU_CMH17_NONPARM(nonparm_hit_count,1)=… 

Fun_CMH17_B_HansonKoopmans(X); 

               end 

  

          

           end 

  

ADK_res_vec(run,1)= ADK_res;           

run = run+1;          

end 

%% 

%Counting functions for confidence checks 

  

ADK_Power = (1-(ADK_hit_count/runs)); 

  

WB_OverB = sum(BU_CMH17_WBL > B90_1); 

Z_WBL_COUNT = length(BU_CMH17_WBL); 
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Z_WBL_CONF = 1 - (WB_OverB / length(BU_CMH17_WBL)); 

NORM_OverB = sum(BU_CMH17_NORM > B90_1); 

Z_NORM_COUNT = length(BU_CMH17_NORM); 

Z_NORM_CONF = 1 - (NORM_OverB / length(BU_CMH17_NORM)); 

LOGNORM_OverB = sum(BU_CMH17_LOGNORM > B90_1); 

Z_LOGNORM_COUNT = length(BU_CMH17_LOGNORM); 

Z_LOGNORM_CONF =1 - (LOGNORM_OverB / length(BU_CMH17_LOGNORM)); 

NONPARM_OverB = sum(BU_CMH17_NONPARM > B90_1); 

Z_NONPARM_COUNT = length(BU_CMH17_NONPARM); 

Z_NONPARM_CONF =1 - (NONPARM_OverB / length(BU_CMH17_NONPARM)); 

  

%Build output vector 

Output_Vec(1)=ADK_Power; 

Output_Vec(2)=Z_WBL_CONF; 

Output_Vec(3)=Z_LOGNORM_CONF; 

Output_Vec(4)=Z_NORM_CONF; 

Output_Vec(5)=Z_NONPARM_CONF; 

Output_Vec(6)=Z_WBL_COUNT; 

Output_Vec(7)=Z_LOGNORM_COUNT; 

Output_Vec(8)=Z_NORM_COUNT; 

Output_Vec(9)=Z_NONPARM_COUNT; 

  

end 
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Appendix F 

Weibull Preferred Run Script 
 

function [Output_Vec,... 

    BU_CMH17_WBL,... 

    BU_CMH17_NORM,... 

    BU_CMH17_LOGNORM,... 

    BU_CMH17_NONPARM,... 

    BU_WLD_WBL,... 

    BU_LR_WBL,... 

    BU_WB_WBL,... 

    BU_WBU_WBL] = Carpet_Sim_6_WBLY_20210512(runs, alpha1, diff) 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% Required reliability. 90% for B-basis values 

R = 0.90;  

%the desired location of the scale parameter typically ksi or cycles 

B90_1 = 100; 

%number of samples drawn from each batch 

samples = 6;  

%significance of the Anderson-Darling  

ADK_sig = 0.05;  

  

% the baseline scale parameter is calculated from the location above and 

% the baseline shape parameter. 

beta1 = B90_1 / ((-log(R))^(1/alpha1)); 

  

%%%Define parameters for second batch set. We are looking for parameters 

%that meet the prescribed differences in the mean while retaining the same 

%10th percentile value...two equations for two unknown parameters for one 

%unique positive real solution 

  

% Find the descriptive statistics of the baseline (middle) distribution 

    % The mean 

    mean1 = beta1*gamma(1+(1/alpha1)); 

    % The standard deviation 

    sd1 = beta1*sqrt(gamma(1+(2/alpha1))-(gamma(1+(1/alpha1)))^2); 

    % The variance  

    var1 = sd1^2; 

  

% Now we impose our constraints on the shifted distributions to calculate 

% appropriate parameters such that the mean is shifted the correct 

distance 

% while fixing the 10th percentile to the 10th percentile of the baseline 

% sampling distribution (Note: this begins to "squeeze" the lower shifted 

% distribution as we approach a baseline shape parameter at or below 

% 1--this is lower than what we consider in this study, but is a 

limitation 

% of the simulation approach to be aware of) 

  

% Shift the means of the offset sampling distributions 

    % The higher shifted mean 

    mean2 = mean1+(diff*sd1); 

    % The lower shifted mean 

    mean3 = mean1-(diff*sd1); 
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% Setup a symbolic system of equations for the mean and the known 10th  

% percentile(B90)and solve for the corresponding Weibull parameters 

syms beta2sym alpha2sym beta3sym alpha3sym; 

% Solve for the high-shifted sampling distribution 

    % The mean 

    eq2a = mean2 == beta2sym*gamma(1+(1/alpha2sym)); 

    % The 10th percentile 

    eq2b = B90_1 == beta2sym*((-log(R))^(1/alpha2sym)); 

    % Solving using numerical methods 

    sol2 = vpasolve([eq2a , eq2b],[beta2sym , alpha2sym]); 

    % Convert symbolic solutions to double 

    beta2 = double(sol2.beta2sym); 

    alpha2 = double(sol2.alpha2sym); 

% Solve for the low-shifted sampling distribution 

    eq3a = mean3 == beta3sym*gamma(1+(1/alpha3sym)); 

    eq3b = B90_1 == beta3sym*((-log(R))^(1/alpha3sym)); 

    sol3 = vpasolve([eq3a , eq3b],[beta3sym , alpha3sym]); 

    beta3 = double(sol3.beta3sym); 

    alpha3 = double(sol3.alpha3sym); 

%% 

run = 1; 

  

%initializing vectors and arrays before the loop to improve speed 

ADK_res_vec = zeros(runs,1); 

alpha_hat_vec = 0; 

beta_hat_vec = 0; 

B_vec_wbl = 0; 

Norm_vec = 0; 

ADK_hit_count = 0; 

wbl_hit_count = 0; 

norm_hit_count = 0; 

lnorm_hit_count = 0; 

nonparm_hit_count = 0; 

BU_CMH17_WBL=[]; 

BU_WLD_WBL=[]; 

BU_LR_WBL=[]; 

BU_WB_WBL=[]; 

BU_WBU_WBL=[]; 

BU_CMH17_NORM=[]; 

BU_CMH17_LOGNORM=[]; 

BU_CMH17_NONPARM=[]; 

  

%% 

% the loop will execute as many times as the input variable "runs" 

for run = 1:runs 

  

     

Y1 = wblrnd(beta1,alpha1,samples,1); 

Y1=sort(Y1); 

Y1(:,2)=1; 

  

Y2 = wblrnd(beta2,alpha2,samples,1); 

Y2=sort(Y2); 

Y2(:,2)=2; 

  

Y3 = wblrnd(beta3,alpha3,samples,1); 

Y3 = sort(Y3); 

Y3(:,2)=3; 

  

Y=[Y1;Y2;Y3]; 
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MLE = wblfit(Y(:,1)); 

  

X = transpose(Y(:,1)); 

% Calling on Matlab the function:  

           ADK_res = AnDarksamtest(Y,ADK_sig); 

           % If the data sets pass ADK--calculate basis values else 

           % press-on. 

           if ADK_res == 0; 

               ADK_hit_count = ADK_hit_count+1; 

                

          %Determine best fit distribution by OSL of AK GoF tests for each  

          % distribution type 

            %First the Weibull 

            [AD_Wbl_h,~,~,~]=adtest(X,'Distribution','weibull'); 

            %Next the Normal 

            [AD_Nrm_h,~,~,~]=adtest(X,'Distribution','norm'); 

            %We fit the log-Normal by fitting the Normal to the log(X) 

            [AD_lnNrm_h,~,~,~]=adtest(log(X),'Distribution','norm'); 

  

            

             

            %If the set passes the Weibull ADGoF test  

                %than the Weibull basis value is calculated 

               if AD_Wbl_h == 0  

                    %Each occurance increases number of normal hits 

                    wbl_hit_count = wbl_hit_count+1; 

                    %Append value to vector of normal basis values    

                    BU_CMH17_WBL(wbl_hit_count,1)=... 

                        Fun_CMH17_B_Weibull(length(X),MLE(2),MLE(1)); 

                      

                    %Create a Weibull distribution object 

                    pd = fitdist(Y(:,1),'Weibull'); 

                    %First find 2-sided limits (90%) corresponding to 95%  

                    % lower one sided 

                    wald_2_90_ci = paramci(pd,'Type','Wald','Alpha',.10); 

                    %Use the lower bounds to define the parameters for the 

                    %95% distribution 

                    %and calculte the R90 (P10) value 

                    BU_WLD_WBL(wbl_hit_count,1)=... 

                        wblinv(0.10,wald_2_90_ci(1,1),wald_2_90_ci(1,2)); 

                    %Solve for the liklihood-ratio basis value similarly 

                    lr_2_90_ci = paramci(pd,'Type','lr','Alpha',.10); 

                    BU_LR_WBL(wbl_hit_count,1)=... 

                        wblinv(0.10,lr_2_90_ci(1,1),lr_2_90_ci(1,2)); 

                    BU_WB_WBL(wbl_hit_count,1)=... 

                        MLE(1) * (-log(.90)/(chi2inv(0.95,2*length(X))/... 

                        (2*length(X))))^(1/MLE(2)); 

           

                    %For the unbiased shape parameter 

                    n = length(X); 

                    alpha_u = MLE(2)/... 

                        (1.0115 + 1.278/n + 2.001/n^2 +... 

                        20.35/n^3 + 46.98/n^4); 

                    BU_WBU_WBL(wbl_hit_count,1)=... 

                        MLE(1) * (-log(.90)/... 

                        (chi2inv(0.95,2*n)/(2*n)))^(1/alpha_u); 

                %If not Weibull if the set passes the Normal ADGoF test  

                %than the Normal basis value is calculated 

                elseif AD_Nrm_h == 0 

                     %Each occurance increases number of normal hits 
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                     norm_hit_count = norm_hit_count+1; 

                     %Append value to vector of normal basis values                     

                      

                     %BU_CMH17_NORM(norm_hit_count,1)= 

Fun_CMH17_B_Normal(X); 

                     

                %If not Weibul nor Normal and the set passes the LogNormal  

                %ADGoF test 

                %than the LogNormal basis value is calculated 

                elseif AD_lnNrm_h == 0 

                     %Each occurance increases number of lognorm hits 

                     lnorm_hit_count = lnorm_hit_count+1; 

                     %Append value to vector of lognormal basis values 

                     %The lognormal case uses the anti-log of the  

                     %Normal of log(x) 

                     

                     BU_CMH17_LOGNORM(lnorm_hit_count,1)=... 

                         exp(Fun_CMH17_B_Normal(log(X))); 

    

               else  %If no distribution ADGOF passes than calculate  

                     %nonparametric 

                     %Each occurance increases number of nonparametric 

hits 

                     nonparm_hit_count = nonparm_hit_count+1; 

                     %Calculate Hanson-Koopmans Non-Parametric Allowables 

                      

                     BU_CMH17_NONPARM(nonparm_hit_count,1)=... 

                         Fun_CMH17_B_HansonKoopmans(X); 

               end 

  

          

           end 

  

ADK_res_vec(run,1)= ADK_res;           

run = run+1; 

  

clear ADK_res; 

  

end 

%% 

%Counting functions for confidence checks 

  

ADK_Power = (1-(ADK_hit_count/runs)); 

  

WB_OverB = sum(BU_CMH17_WBL > B90_1); 

Z_WBL_COUNT = length(BU_CMH17_WBL); 

Z_WBL_CONF = 1 - (WB_OverB / length(BU_CMH17_WBL)); 

  

NORM_OverB = sum(BU_CMH17_NORM > B90_1); 

Z_NORM_COUNT = length(BU_CMH17_NORM); 

Z_NORM_CONF = 1 - (NORM_OverB / length(BU_CMH17_NORM)); 

  

LOGNORM_OverB = sum(BU_CMH17_LOGNORM > B90_1); 

Z_LOGNORM_COUNT = length(BU_CMH17_LOGNORM); 

Z_LOGNORM_CONF =1 - (LOGNORM_OverB / length(BU_CMH17_LOGNORM)); 

  

NONPARM_OverB = sum(BU_CMH17_NONPARM > B90_1); 

Z_NONPARM_COUNT = length(BU_CMH17_NONPARM); 

Z_NONPARM_CONF =1 - (NONPARM_OverB / length(BU_CMH17_NONPARM)); 
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BU_WLD_WBL_OverB = sum(BU_WLD_WBL > B90_1); 

Z_BU_WLD_WBL_COUNT = length(BU_WLD_WBL); 

Z_BU_WLD_WBL_CONF = 1 - (BU_WLD_WBL_OverB / length(BU_WLD_WBL)); 

  

BU_LR_WBL_OverB = sum(BU_LR_WBL > B90_1); 

Z_BU_LR_WBL_COUNT = length(BU_LR_WBL); 

Z_BU_LR_WBL_CONF = 1 - (BU_LR_WBL_OverB / length(BU_LR_WBL)); 

  

BU_WB_WBL_OverB = sum(BU_WB_WBL > B90_1); 

Z_BU_WB_WBL_COUNT = length(BU_WB_WBL); 

Z_BU_WB_WBL_CONF = 1 - (BU_WB_WBL_OverB / length(BU_WB_WBL)); 

  

BU_WBU_WBL_OverB = sum(BU_WBU_WBL > B90_1); 

Z_BU_WBU_WBL_COUNT = length(BU_WBU_WBL); 

Z_BU_WBU_WBL_CONF = 1 - (BU_WBU_WBL_OverB / length(BU_WBU_WBL)); 

  

%Build output vector for basis method study 

Output_Vec(1)=ADK_Power; 

Output_Vec(2)=Z_WBL_CONF; 

Output_Vec(3)=Z_LOGNORM_CONF; 

Output_Vec(4)=Z_NORM_CONF; 

Output_Vec(5)=Z_NONPARM_CONF; 

Output_Vec(6)=Z_WBL_COUNT; 

Output_Vec(7)=Z_LOGNORM_COUNT; 

Output_Vec(8)=Z_NORM_COUNT; 

Output_Vec(9)=Z_NONPARM_COUNT; 

  

%output vectors for confidence interval study 

Output_Vec(10)=Z_BU_WLD_WBL_COUNT; 

Output_Vec(11)=Z_BU_WLD_WBL_CONF; 

  

Output_Vec(12)=Z_BU_LR_WBL_COUNT; 

Output_Vec(13)=Z_BU_LR_WBL_CONF; 

  

Output_Vec(14)=Z_BU_WB_WBL_COUNT; 

Output_Vec(15)=Z_BU_WB_WBL_CONF; 

  

Output_Vec(16)=Z_BU_WBU_WBL_COUNT; 

Output_Vec(17)=Z_BU_WBU_WBL_CONF; 

  

  

  

end 
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Appendix G 

Greatest OSL Run Script 
 

function [Output_Vec] = SciTech2021_Carpet_Sim(runs, alpha1, diff) 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

R = 0.90; 

B90_1 = 100; 

samples = 6; %number of samples drawn from each batch 

ADK_sig = 0.025; 

norm_factor = 10; 

  

beta1 = B90_1 / ((-log(R))^(1/alpha1)); 

%%%Define parameters for second batch set. We are looking for parameters 

%that meet the prescribed differences in the mean while retaining the same 

%10th percentile value...two equations for two unknown parameters for one 

%unique positive real solution 

  

% Find the descriptive statistics of the baseline (middle) distribution 

    % The mean 

    mean1 = beta1*gamma(1+(1/alpha1)); 

    % The standard deviation 

    sd1 = beta1*sqrt(gamma(1+(2/alpha1))-(gamma(1+(1/alpha1)))^2); 

    % The variance  

    var1 = sd1^2; 

  

% Now we impose our constraints on the shifted distributions to calculate 

% appropriate parameters such that the mean is shifted the correct 

distance 

% while fixing the 10th percentile to the 10th percentile of the baseline 

% sampling distribution (Note: this begins to "squeeze" the lower shifted 

% distribution as we approach a baseline shape parameter at or below 

% 1--this is lower than what we consider in this study, but is a 

limitation 

% of the simulation approach to be aware of) 

  

% Shift the means of the offset sampling distributions 

    % The higher shifted mean 

    mean2 = mean1+(diff*sd1); 

    % The lower shifted mean 

    mean3 = mean1-(diff*sd1); 

% Setup a symbolic system of equations for the mean and the known 10th  

% percentile(B90)and solve for the corresponding Weibull parameters 

syms beta2sym alpha2sym beta3sym alpha3sym; 

% Solve for the high-shifted sampling distribution 

    % The mean 

    eq2a = mean2 == beta2sym*gamma(1+(1/alpha2sym)); 

    % The 10th percentile 

    eq2b = B90_1 == beta2sym*((-log(R))^(1/alpha2sym)); 

    % Solving using numerical methods 

    sol2 = vpasolve([eq2a , eq2b],[beta2sym , alpha2sym]); 

    % Convert symbolic solutions to double 

    beta2 = double(sol2.beta2sym); 

    alpha2 = double(sol2.alpha2sym); 

% Solve for the low-shifted sampling distribution 
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    eq3a = mean3 == beta3sym*gamma(1+(1/alpha3sym)); 

    eq3b = B90_1 == beta3sym*((-log(R))^(1/alpha3sym)); 

    sol3 = vpasolve([eq3a , eq3b],[beta3sym , alpha3sym]); 

    beta3 = double(sol3.beta3sym); 

    alpha3 = double(sol3.alpha3sym); 

%% 

run = 1; 

ADK_res_vec = zeros(runs,1); 

alpha_hat_vec = 0; 

beta_hat_vec = 0; 

B_vec_wbl = 0; 

Norm_vec = 0; 

ADK_hit_count = 0; 

wbl_hit_count = 0; 

norm_hit_count = 0; 

lnorm_hit_count = 0; 

nonparm_hit_count = 0; 

%initializations 

  

BU_CMH17_WBL=[]; 

BU_CMH17_NORM=[]; 

BU_CMH17_LOGNORM=[]; 

BU_CMH17_NONPARM=[]; 

B_vec_wbl=[]; 

B_vec_nrm=[]; 

B_vec_lnrm=[]; 

%% 

for run = 1:runs 

Y1 = wblrnd(beta1,alpha1,samples,1); 

Y1=sort(Y1); 

Y1(:,2)=1; 

  

Y2 = wblrnd(beta2,alpha2,samples,1); 

Y2=sort(Y2); 

Y2(:,2)=2; 

  

Y3 = wblrnd(beta3,alpha3,samples,1); 

Y3 = sort(Y3); 

Y3(:,2)=3; 

  

Y=[Y1;Y2;Y3]; 

MLE = wblfit(Y(:,1)); 

  

X = transpose(Y(:,1)); 

% Calling on Matlab the function:  

           ADK_res = AnDarksamtest(Y,ADK_sig); 

           % If the data sets pass ADK--calculate basis values else 

           % press-on. 

           if ADK_res == 0; 

               ADK_hit_count = ADK_hit_count+1; 

                

          %Determine best fit distribution by OSL of AK GoF tests for each 

distribution type 

            %First the Weibull 

            

[AD_Wbl_h,AD_Wbl_p,AD_Wbl_adstat,AD_Wbl_cv]=adtest(X,'Distribution','weibu

ll'); 

            %Next the Normal 
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[AD_Nrm_h,AD_Nrm_p,AD_Nrm_adstat,AD_Nrm_cv]=adtest(X,'Distribution','norm'

); 

            %We fit the log-Normal by fitting the Normal to the log(X) 

            

[AD_lnNrm_h,AD_lnNrm_p,AD_lnNrm_adstat,AD_lnNrm_cv]=adtest(log(X),'Distrib

ution','norm'); 

  

  

                %If the data is not rejected as being from a normal 

                %distribution than it is assumed to be normal. 

               if AD_Nrm_h == 0  

                   if AD_Nrm_p > AD_Wbl_p/norm_factor 

                       if AD_Nrm_p > AD_lnNrm_p/norm_factor 

                     %Each occurance increases number of normal hits 

                     norm_hit_count = norm_hit_count+1; 

                     %Append value to vector of normal basis values                     

                     BU_CMH17_NORM(norm_hit_count,1)= 

Fun_CMH17_B_Normal_ModCV(X); 

                       end 

                   end 

               %If normality is rejected, either the Weibull or lognormal 

               %is selected based on not being rejected, and having the 

               %highest OSL 

               elseif AD_Wbl_h == 0  

                   if AD_Wbl_p>AD_Nrm_p 

                       if AD_Wbl_p>AD_lnNrm_p 

                     %Each occurance increases number of normal hits 

                     wbl_hit_count = wbl_hit_count+1; 

                     %Append value to vector of normal basis values    

                     BU_CMH17_WBL(wbl_hit_count,1)= 

Fun_CMH17_B_Weibull(X); 

                       end 

                   end 

               elseif AD_lnNrm_h == 0  

                   if AD_lnNrm_p>AD_Wbl_p 

                       if AD_lnNrm_p>AD_Nrm_p 

                     %Each occurance increases number of lognorm hits 

                     lnorm_hit_count = lnorm_hit_count+1; 

                     %Append value to vector of lognormal basis values 

                     %The lognormal case uses the anti-log of the Normal 

of log(x) 

                     BU_CMH17_LOGNORM(lnorm_hit_count,1)= 

exp(Fun_CMH17_B_Normal(log(X))); 

                       end 

                   end 

               else  %If no distribution ADGOF passes than calculate 

nonparametric 

                     %Each occurance increases number of nonparametric 

hits 

                     nonparm_hit_count = nonparm_hit_count+1; 

                     %Calculate Hanson-Koopmans Non-Parametric Allowables 

                     BU_CMH17_NONPARM(nonparm_hit_count,1)= 

Fun_CMH17_B_HansonKoopmans(X); 

               end 

  

          

           end 

  

ADK_res_vec(run,1)= ADK_res;           
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run = run+1;          

end 

%% 

%Counting functions for confidence checks 

  

ADK_Power = (1-(ADK_hit_count/runs)); 

  

WB_OverB = sum(BU_CMH17_WBL > B90_1); 

Z_WBL_COUNT = length(BU_CMH17_WBL); 

Z_WBL_CONF = 1 - (WB_OverB / length(BU_CMH17_WBL)); 

NORM_OverB = sum(BU_CMH17_NORM > B90_1); 

Z_NORM_COUNT = length(BU_CMH17_NORM); 

Z_NORM_CONF = 1 - (NORM_OverB / length(BU_CMH17_NORM)); 

LOGNORM_OverB = sum(BU_CMH17_LOGNORM > B90_1); 

Z_LOGNORM_COUNT = length(BU_CMH17_LOGNORM); 

Z_LOGNORM_CONF =1 - (LOGNORM_OverB / length(BU_CMH17_LOGNORM)); 

NONPARM_OverB = sum(BU_CMH17_NONPARM > B90_1); 

Z_NONPARM_COUNT = length(BU_CMH17_NONPARM); 

Z_NONPARM_CONF =1 - (NONPARM_OverB / length(BU_CMH17_NONPARM)); 

  

%Build output vector 

Output_Vec(1)=ADK_Power; 

Output_Vec(2)=Z_WBL_CONF; 

Output_Vec(3)=Z_LOGNORM_CONF; 

Output_Vec(4)=Z_NORM_CONF; 

Output_Vec(5)=Z_NONPARM_CONF; 

Output_Vec(6)=Z_WBL_COUNT; 

Output_Vec(7)=Z_LOGNORM_COUNT; 

Output_Vec(8)=Z_NORM_COUNT; 

Output_Vec(9)=Z_NONPARM_COUNT; 

  

end 
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Appendix H 

Simulation Script 
 

 

clear all 
close all 
clc 
addpath 'C:\Users\Andrew\Documents\01_SCHOOL\DISSERTATION\MATLAB' 
%INPUTS 

  
%FOR TESTING 
% runs = 100000; 
% alpha_input_vec = [1.25,2.25,3.4,5,9,13,20]; 
% diff_input_vec = [0,0.25,0.50,0.75,1.0]; 

  
runs = 100000; 
alpha_input_vec = [1.25,2.25,2.75,3.25,3.4,4,7,9,13,16,20,24]; 
diff_input_vec = [0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1.0]; 

  

  
%initialize on loops on alpha 
r = length(alpha_input_vec); 
c = length(diff_input_vec); 
alpha_ind = 0; 
alpha_vector = []; 

  
ADK_P_array = zeros(r,c); 
WBL_C_array = zeros(r,c); 
LOGNORM_C_array = zeros(r,c); 
NORM_C_array = zeros(r,c); 
NONPARM_C_array = zeros(r,c); 

  
WBL_Count_array = zeros(r,c); 
LOGNORM_Count_array = zeros(r,c); 
NORM_Count_array = zeros(r,c); 
NONPARM_Count_array = zeros(r,c); 

  
diff_vector = []; 
%% 

  
tic 
progress_ind = 0; 
for alpha1 = alpha_input_vec 

     
alpha_ind = alpha_ind+1; 
%alpha_vector(alpha_ind) = alpha1; 
%initialize for loops on diff 
diff_ind = 0; 

  
    for diff = diff_input_vec;  %[std_devs] relative  

%difference between  
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%lowest and highest means wrt 

%middle mean 
    %list in command window 
    alpha1 
    diff 
    PROGRESS = progress_ind/(r*c) 
    toc 
    tic 
        diff_ind = diff_ind+1; 
        diff_vector(diff_ind) = diff; 
        %Call simulation function 
        Run_vec = Carpet_Sim_6_New_20210214(runs, alpha1, diff); 
        progress_ind = progress_ind+1; 
        %Populate cell in ADK Power Array 
        ADK_Power=Run_vec(1);  
        WBL_CONF=Run_vec(2);  
        LOGNORM_CONF=Run_vec(3);  
        NORM_CONF=Run_vec(4); 
        NONPARM_CONF=Run_vec(5); 
        WBL_COUNT=Run_vec(6);  
        LOGNORM_COUNT=Run_vec(7); 
        NORM_COUNT=Run_vec(8);  
        NONPARM_COUNT=Run_vec(9);              

         
        ADK_P_array(alpha_ind, diff_ind) = ADK_Power; 
        WBL_C_array(alpha_ind, diff_ind) = WBL_CONF; 
        LOGNORM_C_array(alpha_ind, diff_ind) = LOGNORM_CONF; 
        NORM_C_array(alpha_ind, diff_ind) = NORM_CONF; 
        NONPARM_C_array(alpha_ind, diff_ind) = NONPARM_CONF; 
        %These are the counts for each distribution 
        WBL_Count_array(alpha_ind, diff_ind) = WBL_COUNT; 
        LOGNORM_Count_array(alpha_ind, diff_ind) = LOGNORM_COUNT; 
        NORM_Count_array(alpha_ind, diff_ind) = NORM_COUNT; 
        NONPARM_Count_array(alpha_ind, diff_ind) = NONPARM_COUNT; 
        %These are counts over B 
        WBL_OverB = WBL_COUNT*(1-WBL_CONF); 
        LOGNORM_OverB = LOGNORM_COUNT*(1-LOGNORM_CONF); 
        NORM_OverB = NORM_COUNT*(1-NORM_CONF); 
        NONPARM_OverB = NONPARM_COUNT*(1-NONPARM_CONF); 
        WBL_OverB_array(alpha_ind, diff_ind) = WBL_OverB; 
        LOGNORM_OverB_array(alpha_ind, diff_ind) = LOGNORM_OverB; 
        NORM_OverB_array(alpha_ind, diff_ind) = NORM_OverB; 
        NONPARM_OverB_array(alpha_ind, diff_ind) = NONPARM_OverB; 
        Z_TOTAL_OverB_array(alpha_ind, diff_ind) =... 
            WBL_OverB+LOGNORM_OverB+NORM_OverB+NONPARM_OverB; 
        Z_TOTAL_CONF_array(alpha_ind, diff_ind) =... 
            1-(Z_TOTAL_OverB_array(alpha_ind, diff_ind)/... 
            (WBL_COUNT+LOGNORM_COUNT+NORM_COUNT+NONPARM_COUNT)); 
    toc 
    clc 
    end 
 end 
toc 
Filename = strcat('Run_', datestr(now,'mm-dd-yyyy HH-MM')); 
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save(Filename);  
%% 
%Plotting Functions 
Floor = zeros(size(ADK_P_array)); 
Floor(:,:)=0.05; 

  
figure 
surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, ADK_P_array) 
xlabel('\sigma(\mu)') 
ylabel('\alpha') 
zlabel('k-AD Power') 
colorbar 
hold off 
%% 
figure 
surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, LOGNORM_C_array) 
hold 
surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, 1-Floor, 

'EdgeColor','none',... 
    'FaceColor', [255,0,0]/255, 'FaceAlpha', .25) 
xlabel('\sigma(\mu)') 
ylabel('\alpha') 
zlabel('C(log-normal)') 
colorbar 
hold off 
%% 
figure 
surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, NORM_C_array) 
hold 
surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, 1-Floor, 

'EdgeColor','none',... 
    'FaceColor', [255,0,0]/255, 'FaceAlpha', .25) 
xlabel('\sigma(\mu)') 
ylabel('\alpha') 
zlabel('C(normal)') 
colorbar 
hold off 

  
figure 
surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, WBL_C_array) 
hold 
surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, 1-Floor, 

'EdgeColor','none',... 
    'FaceColor', [255,0,0]/255, 'FaceAlpha', .25) 
xlabel('\sigma(\mu)') 
ylabel('\alpha') 
zlabel('C(weibull)') 
colorbar 
hold off 

  
figure 
surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, NONPARM_C_array) 
hold 
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surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, 1-Floor, 

'EdgeColor','none',... 
    'FaceColor', [255,0,0]/255, 'FaceAlpha', .25) 
xlabel('\sigma(\mu)') 
ylabel('\alpha') 
zlabel('C(Nonparametric)') 
colorbar 
hold off 
%% 
figure 
surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, Z_TOTAL_CONF_array) 
hold 
surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, 1-Floor, 

'EdgeColor','none',... 
    'FaceColor', [255,0,0]/255, 'FaceAlpha', .25) 
xlabel('\sigma(\mu)') 
ylabel('\alpha') 
zlabel('C(B18)') 
colorbar 
hold off 
%% 
figure 
c1=surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, NORM_Count_array, 

'FaceColor',... 
    [255,255,0]/255, 'FaceAlpha', .5 ); 
hold 
c2=surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, LOGNORM_Count_array,... 
    'FaceColor', [1,255,200]/255, 'FaceAlpha', .9); 
c3=surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, WBL_Count_array, 

'FaceColor',... 
    [153,1,255]/255, 'FaceAlpha', .9); 
c4=surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, NONPARM_Count_array,... 
    'FaceColor', [255,0,0]/255, 'FaceAlpha', .9); 
legend([c1, c2, c3, c4], {'Normal', 'Lognormal', 'Weibull', 

'Nonparametric'}); 
xlabel('\sigma(\mu)') 
ylabel('\alpha') 
zlabel('Counts') 
hold off 
%% 
figure 
ADK_Count_array = (1-ADK_P_array).*runs; 
NORM_Prop_array=NORM_Count_array./ADK_Count_array; 
LOGNORM_Prop_array=LOGNORM_Count_array./ADK_Count_array; 
WBL_Prop_array=WBL_Count_array./ADK_Count_array; 
NONPARM_Prop_array=NONPARM_Count_array./ADK_Count_array; 
c1=surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, NORM_Prop_array,... 
    'FaceColor', [255,255,0]/255, 'FaceAlpha', .5 ); 
hold 
c2=surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, LOGNORM_Prop_array,... 
    'FaceColor', [1,255,200]/255, 'FaceAlpha', .9); 
c3=surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, WBL_Prop_array,... 
    'FaceColor', [153,1,255]/255, 'FaceAlpha', .9); 
c4=surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, NONPARM_Prop_array,... 
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    'FaceColor', [255,0,0]/255, 'FaceAlpha', .9); 
legend([c1, c2, c3, c4], {'Normal', 'Lognormal', 'Weibull', 

'Nonparametric'}); 
xlabel('\sigma(\mu)') 
ylabel('\alpha') 
zlabel('Density') 
hold off 
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Appendix I 

Structural Risk Script 
 

clear 

clc 

  

load('OG_Run_05-18-2021 15-03.mat') 

  

%Loads Model 

alpha_ex = 6.74; 

  

%True R90 

R90_true = 100; 

  

alpha_ind = 0; 

Uf_req_array=zeros(length(alpha_input_vec),length(diff_input_vec)); 

%alpha1 is cycled in the for-loop 

for alpha1 = alpha_input_vec 

     

alpha_ind = alpha_ind+1; 

  

%initialize for loops on diff 

diff_ind = 0; 

  

    for diff = diff_input_vec;%[std_devs] relative difference between 

lowest and highest means wrt middle mean 

    %list in command window 

    alpha1 

    diff 

    PROGRESS = progress_ind/(r*c) 

     

        diff_ind = diff_ind+1; 

        diff_vector(diff_ind) = diff; 

         

        % Input the mean b-basis ultimate value 

        B_u = Z2a_WBL_CMH17_Basis_mean(alpha_ind,diff_ind); %[DLL] 

        %Use the alpha1 and diff to find the other parameters 

        beta1 = R90_true / ((-log(.90))^(1/alpha1)); 

        %%%Define parameters for second batch set. We are looking for 

        % parameters that meet the prescribed differences in the mean  

        %while retaining the same 10th percentile value...two equations  

        %for two unknown parameters for one unique positive real solution 

  

  

        % Find the descriptive statistics of the baseline (middle)  

        %distribution 

        % The mean 

        mean1 = beta1*gamma(1+(1/alpha1)); 

        % The standard deviation 

        sd1 = beta1*sqrt(gamma(1+(2/alpha1))-(gamma(1+(1/alpha1)))^2); 

        % The variance  

        var1 = sd1^2; 

  

        % Now we impose our constraints on the shifted distributions to 

calculate 
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        % appropriate parameters such that the mean is shifted the correct 

distance 

        % while fixing the 10th percentile to the 10th percentile of the 

baseline 

        % sampling distribution (Note: this begins to "squeeze" the lower 

shifted 

        % distribution as we approach a baseline shape parameter at or 

below 

        % 1--this is lower than what we consider in this study, but is a 

limitation 

        % of the simulation approach to be aware of) 

  

        % Shift the means of the offset sampling distributions 

            % The higher shifted mean 

            mean2 = mean1+(diff*sd1); 

            % The lower shifted mean 

            mean3 = mean1-(diff*sd1); 

        % Setup a symbolic system of equations for the mean and the known 

10th  

        % percentile(B90)and solve for the corresponding Weibull 

parameters 

        syms beta2sym alpha2sym beta3sym alpha3sym; 

        % Solve for the high-shifted sampling distribution 

            % The mean 

            eq2a = mean2 == beta2sym*gamma(1+(1/alpha2sym)); 

            % The 10th percentile 

            eq2b = R90_true == beta2sym*((-log(.90))^(1/alpha2sym)); 

            % Solving using numerical methods 

            sol2 = vpasolve([eq2a , eq2b],[beta2sym , alpha2sym]); 

            % Convert symbolic solutions to double 

            beta2 = double(sol2.beta2sym); 

            alpha2 = double(sol2.alpha2sym); 

        % Solve for the low-shifted sampling distribution 

            eq3a = mean3 == beta3sym*gamma(1+(1/alpha3sym)); 

            eq3b = R90_true == beta3sym*((-log(.90))^(1/alpha3sym)); 

            sol3 = vpasolve([eq3a , eq3b],[beta3sym , alpha3sym]); 

            beta3 = double(sol3.beta3sym); 

            alpha3 = double(sol3.alpha3sym); 

        %%%% 

        syms x beta_ex 

        %the pdf of the strength curve 

        f_s1 = (alpha1/beta1) * (x/beta1)^(alpha1-1) * exp(-

(x/beta1)^(alpha1)); 

        f_s2 = (alpha2/beta2) * (x/beta2)^(alpha2-1) * exp(-

(x/beta2)^(alpha2)); 

        f_s3 = (alpha3/beta3) * (x/beta3)^(alpha3-1) * exp(-

(x/beta3)^(alpha3)); 

        %Assuming equal liklihood of being drawn from any of the three 

        %distributions 

        f_s = (f_s1+f_s2+f_s3)/3; 

        %the EDF for the maximum load experianced during a flight 

        R_l = exp(-(x/beta_ex)^(alpha_ex)); 

        beta_l = double(vpasolve(1E-7 == 

int(R_l*f_s,x,0,inf),beta_ex,0.5)); 

        %The required test demonstrated stength 

        if isempty(beta_l) 

        Uf_req = NaN; 

        else 

        Uf_req = B_u / wblinv(0.99999,beta_l,alpha_ex); 

        end 
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        Uf_req_array(alpha_ind,diff_ind) = Uf_req; 

        

        

    clc 

    end 

end 

%% 

figure 

c1=surf(diff_input_vec, alpha_input_vec, Uf_req_array, 'FaceColor', 

[255,255,0]/255, 'FaceAlpha', .5 ) 

zlim([0 3]) 

xlabel('\sigma(\mu)') 

ylabel('\alpha') 

zlabel('FOU for P1E-07') 

colorbar 

hold off 

 


